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lower Silesia, along with all its project documentation, 
and a four-star SS general named Hans Kammler. Taken 
aboard a massive six engine Junkers 390 ultra-long 
range aircraft, "The Bell, Kammler, and all project 
records disappeared completely, along with the 
gigantic aircraft carrying them. It is thought to have 
flown to America or Argentina. As a prelude to this 
disappearing act, the SS murdered most of the scientists 
and technicians involved with the project, a secret 
weapon that according to one German Nobel 
prize-winning physicist, was given a classification of 
'decisive for the war," a security classification higher 
than any other secret weapons project in the Tnird 
Reich, including its atomic bomb. 

What was "The Bell"? What new physics might the 
Nazis have discovered with it? How far did the Nazis 
go after the war to protect the advanced energy 
technology that it represented? In The SS Brotherhood 
of the Bell, alternative science and history researcher 
Joseph P. Farrell reveals a range of exotic technologies 
the Nazis had researched, and challenges the 
conventional views of the end of Wor ld War Two, the 
Roswell incident, and the beginning of MAJIC-12, the 
government's al leged secret team or UFO investigators. 
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preface 

In the preface to my previous book on wartime German secret 
weapons. Reich of the Black Sun: Nazi Secret Weapons and the 
Cold War Allied Legend, I mentioned my youthful reaction to the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, and my perplexity 
with the subsequent findings of the Warren Commission and its 
"lone nut magic bullet" theory. I then proceeded to mention 
another curious anomaly of the history I had learned in school, 
namely, the fact that the U.S. military had not tested the uranium 
"shot-gun" atom bomb it had dropped on Hiroshima. The mention 
of those two odd events in that Preface was not accidental nor 
merely a whim, for the two events are not unrelated. Indeed, they 
are not even loosely unrelated, as there are direct threads - and in 
some cases whole cables - connecting both. 

I am not the first author to draw attention to the pervasive Nazi 
connections lurking in the background of the JFK assassination, 
nor, I imagine, will I be the last. The well-known conspiracy 
theorist and JFK assassination researcher Mae Brussell was 
perhaps the first major "alternative researcher" to speak out about 
this aspect of the assassination. Others followed in her wake, 
adding a detail here or a story there, but it was Brussell who first 
courageously unearthed the most sensational details. 
Notwithstanding her ability to ferret out the detailed connections of 
conspiracy, however, even she managed to miss perhaps the most 
important lynch-pin connecting Nazis, the Roswell episode, and 
one possible motivation for the JFK assassination: Nazi 
technology. 

However, to the average reader, even one predisposed to 
believe in some sort of conspiracy involved with the cold-blooded 
murder of President Kennedy, the idea that there is a Nazi 
connection must seem to stretch credulity. Even Brussell urged that 
to draw such connections would have been beyond the wildest yarn 
of Robert Ludlum. popular and well-known writer of espionage 
thrillers throughout the 1970s and 1980s. But to maintain a 
connection between all that and to Roswell, the establishment of 
the MAJIC-12 group, and indeed, the establishment of the whole 
"national security" intelligence apparatus of the U.S. government, 
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would seem to stretch credulity to the snapping point. But that, 
indeed, is what I believe in part to be the case. And that case is 
what this book is, in part, about. 

But here, as in Reich of the Black Sun, the focus is not only on 
the implications of Nazi survival and the possibility that its secret 
weapons projects were continued independently of any of the 
governments of the post-war world. We shall also continue the 
detailed comparison of the wartime development of exotic physics 
and technologies by the Nazis, with the technologies of "recovered 
craft" outlined in the MAJIC-12 documents that was begun in 
Reich of the Black Sun, for new documentary evidence has come to 
my attention since its publication, and this in turn compels further 
investigation, an investigation that was begun in chapters 16 and 
17 of the previous book. As will be seen in the main body of this 
work, these documents almost nowhere evidence the type of 
contradictory data-sets encountered in the MAJIC-12 documents 
examined in Reich of the Black Sun, but rather, speak more directly 
to a terrestrial, though unknown, origin for the recovered craft. 
And in at least one instance, a MAJIC-12 document clearly points 
the finger to Nazi Germany, and even casts an aura of suspicion on 
the all-too-convenient death of General Patton. When these details 
are compared with the known developments of Nazi secret 
weapons research, the picture is quite disturbing. Even more 
disturbing is why such documents and their terrestrial origin 
implications continue to be ignored by the North American 
UFOlogy community. 

As such, this book is, like the previous one, a book about the 
exotic weapons the Nazis were developing, but unlike the previous 
one, it is more about the underlying, and quite monstrous, physics 
they were developing as a basis for these weapons. Likewise, this 
book is also about the implications of that physics and those 
weapons for recent politics and history. As we shall see, this 
physics has strong ties with the "scalar" non-linear "electro-
acoustic" waves and thinking developed first by Tesla, and 
subsequently elaborated by Nazi and Soviet physicists, and also to 
the type of physics I have posited was the basis underlying my 
three books on the Great Pyramid and the weapon hypothesis, The 
Giza Death Star, The Giza Death Star Deployed, and The Giza 
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Death Star Destroyed. The scientists and mathematicians in Nazi 
Germany that began the groundbreaking and revolutionary work in 
this type of physics were in the uttermost lofty reaches of the 
classification system of the SS. The group of scientists and 
engineers investigating this monstrous new physics and its implied 
technologies were an elite band, a "brotherhood" within the black 
brotherhood of the SS that I call simply "the SS Brotherhood of the 
Bell." Their credo, forced on some by the Nazi ideology and 
readily embraced by others, was the development of a whole new-
paradigm of physics, free of the constraints of relativity and 
"Jewish physics." And develop it they did. 

It is therefore in the complex interface of history and 
technology that this book, like the previous one, lives. Therefore 
some may contrive to dismiss this work as even more speculative 
than its predecessor. In this respect, while always believing the 
Kennedy assassination to have been the work of a conspiracy, I 
myself came to entertain a possible Nazi involvement rather late, 
preferring, like most, to see a network of "coalescing interests" 
comprising the Mafia, disenchanted CIA and possibly FBI 
elements, and high-level business and banking interests as being 
behind it. united for a brief moment, to achieve a common and 
horrible goal. Certainly such elements, particularly in the murky 
connection between government and "big business" and, most 
importantly, "banking," would have the necessary clout and 
influence to maintain a cover-up down to our day. But the 
motivation for such an ongoing cover-up remains unclear. 

Until one adds in Nazis and advanced technology that, in its 
benign aspect, promises an end to current energy technologies and 
the geopolitical order that they impose and threatens the complete 
upheaval of the global economic "order", and that, in its 
malevolent aspect, is black with the dark promise of truly planet-
busting weapons utterly beyond the wildest thermonuclear 
fantasies of an Edward Teller or Andrei Sakharov. Add to this mix 
elements within the federal government running on the fumes of 
fear and in thrall to globalist corporate oligarchies intent on public 
suppression and secret development of alternative physics and 
energy systems, and one has a coalescence of interests that would 
have strong motivations for murdering a President who gave 
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repeated signals that he was prepared to dismantle all of it, or at 
least bring significant parts of it out into the open. 

Some may therefore dismiss this work as an exercise in 
paranoia, and perhaps it is. But given the history of governments in 
modern times, one can never be too paranoid. After all, they are. 
And as a lesson of paranoia with global ambitions, the Nazi regime 
of the Third Reich is without peer. It takes genuine crazed paranoia 
to lead a nation the size of the state of Texas to conquer Europe 
and wage war with most of the rest of the world for six years, and 
then to plan, in the midst of it all and with customary German 
thoroughness and organization, for a continuance of Nazism after 
the war. But it took likewise a paranoia without peer to dream of a 
physics with so much flexibility, not only with a potential planet-
busting capability but also with an endless promise in the fields of 
energy and propulsion, and then to proceed to begin the theoretical 
and experimental spade work to bring that physics to practical and 
realizable weapons and propulsion systems. As this book avers, by 
the time of the German surrender, they had made sufficient 
progress in their work that it was continued by them after the war 
in a number of "host" countries, including the Soviet Union, South 
Africa, Japan, Brazil, and, yes, (West) Germany. 

But there are other reasons that have made this sequel 
necessary. The first of these was my acquisition of some of the 
wartime papers of physicists mentioned in Reich of the Black Sun. 
Acquisition of these papers has caused me to correct certain 
inaccuracies in the previous book and has raised new questions. 
Secondly, the excellent series on Hitler's "victory weapons," 
German author Friedrich Georg's Hitlers Siegeswaffen series, has 
continued with the recent appearance, just last year, of his research 
into German long-range rocketry, guidance systems, and nascent 
space program. This research, placed in the wider context of SS 
projects in radical physics, raises new questions about the "Allied 
Legend" that were first raised in Reich of the Black Sun. Georg's 
research, as we shall see, also raises important questions not only 
regarding what was going on at Peenemunde in the final weeks of 
the war, but also important questions directly calling into question 
Lt. Col. Corso's account of the Roswell affair in his famous book 
The Day After Roswell. 
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Equally important, Polish military researcher Igor Witkowski's 
superb research into all aspects of German secret weapons has 
finally been published in a single volume in English entitled The 
Truth About the Wundenvaffe. Needless to say, the material in 
Witkowski's book on the SS's most secret project. The Bell, 
greatly expands the amount of information available in English. 
The emergence of Witkowski's research in English would, in and 
of itself, require a sequel to Reich of the Black Sun. I therefore rely 
heavily on Witkowski's magisterial research in this work. 
Witkowski's research likewise also raises serious questions and 
doubts about Col. Corso's assertion that "ET" technology was 
gradually seeded into American industry after the Roswell 
incident. And of course, Witkowski's research forms the essential 
foundation for any examination of the Bell and the exotic physics 
it may represent. 

As will be apparent in the main body of this work, however, I 
have cast the Bell and the physics it may represent in a very 
different interpretive and admittedly much more radical and 
speculative a context than does Witkowski. It seems to me that this 
was necessary both because of the type of signature effects it 
seemed to have, but also because of the indications that the 
Germans were investigating a type of physics called by various 
names, but which, following the suggestion of Tom Bearden's 
research into this subject, I have called "scalar" physics. 

Such physics represents not only a new and efficient energy 
source, but also perhaps the ultimate power for destruction. 
Therefore, its continued and perhaps independent development by 
various criminal conspiracies and syndicates may indeed have been 
one of the penultimate factors and motivations in the assassination 
of President John F Kennedy. 

Finally, Carter Plymton Hydrick's excellent research has 
finally been published in book form. Critical Mass: How Nazi 
Germany Surrendered Enriched Uranium for the United States' 
Atomic Bomb. Since there are slight revisions in this work from the 
internet version I first relied on in Reich of the Black Sun, revisions 
that themselves compel new speculations - many from Hydrick 
himself- it seemed appropriate that this work was the best place to 
address some of these issues. In any case, Hydrick's work remains 
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a standard in this alternative history of World War Two secret 
weapons that, like Witkowski's or Meyer and Mehner's research, 
simply cannot and must not be ignored by the serious inquirer into 
this suppressed and hidden history and science. 

Finally, a word must be said about my own personal attitude 
towards and "philosophy" of UFOs, lest the contents of this book 
be taken to represent it in toto. First, 1 wish to make it abundantly 
clear that I am not philosophically opposed to the idea of extra
terrestrial life, nor, for that matter, to the idea of life-forms that 
inhabit "higher dimensions" or "planes of existence." That being 
said, I am similarly not opposed to the idea that such life forms 
may have visited, and may be visiting, the Earth. However, I am 
convinced, by a reading of various "contactee" and "abduction" 
reports, that much of this phenomenon is of a profoundly spiritual, 
and - dare I say it - evil nature. 

With these broad remarks in mind, then what of actual UFOs? 
That is, what do I make of those reports that clearly indicate actual 
advanced "craft" themselves? While I am also convinced that 
there are many genuine reports, and even some even more stunning 
NASA space shuttle footage, by the same token, in but few cases 
do 1 personally detect a physics and performance signature that 
compels to any "extra-terrestrial", that is to say, extra-solar system 
origin for the phenomenon. I do not deny the extreme performance 
characteristics, only that in most cases the characteristics reported 
still fall short of anything practical for interstellar travel. 
Moreover, I fully realize that to connect some of the phenomena 
and documentary evidence to Nazis is a decidedly unpopular view 
in the UFOlogy community, over-populated as it is by any number 
of well-known names that push the ET hypothesis no matter what, 
and even when they should know better. They produce their 
documents, and argue quite persuasively for their authenticity, and 
then go on to argue on the basis of their contents that the ET 
hypothesis is the most plausible explanation for the "government 
UFO cover-up." And I do not deny the strength nor the cogency of 
their arguments. However, as I shall show, there are other 
documents that argue against that hypothesis, equally persuasively, 
that will never be mentioned by those well-known names at their 
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conferences, for they clearly imply a "Nazi angle" to the story, 
even if "ET" is left in the picture. 

By the same token, my use of the "Nazi Legend" to reinterpret 
the MAJ1C-12 story and Colonel Corso's The Day After Roswell 
may be misunderstood as well. Accordingly, I do not believe the 
"Nazi Legend" explains all UFO sightings for the simple reason 
that there are far too many of them for this source to be the origin 
of all of them. It explains only a limited number of cases, during a 
limited time frame in selected locations. Likewise, it explains some 
of the motivations of those who suppress "the truth about UFOs" 
but certainly not all the motivations. 

But however I attempt to limit misunderstandings. I 
nonetheless do not expect this book will have me invited to any 
UFO conferences any time in the near future, nor, for that matter, 
will it endear me to many practiced in the "esoteric sciences" for 
reasons that will become obvious in the main body of the work. 

It thus only remains for the reader to judge if a solid prima 
facie case has been made for the largely speculative reconstruction 
that now follows. 

Joseph P. Farrell 
2005 
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Clje ,Mau" to tfje ifloon 
"The foundations for the grand space project were laid down 
during WWII. 
"This project was conceived and designed as a collaboration 
bePA'een two superpowers. 
"The Cold War was a convenient cover under which aspects of 
this project could be implemented and hidden. " 

Mary Bennett and David S Percy, 
Dark Moon: Apollo and the Whistleblowers, p. 200, 
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I. 
, Jn tlje J îck of Cime" 

"77ie methods and philosophies that the Nazi scientists brought with them 
resulted in serious breaches of U.S. security and the unthinkable horror of 
American soldiers being used as research guinea pigs in the same way that 

concentration camp prisoners had been used during the war. " 
Linda Hunt, The United States Government, Nazi Scientists, and Project 

Paperclip: 1945 to 19901 

"James Webb, NASA 's second administrator, complained that the Germans 
were circumventing the system by attempting to build the Saturn V in-house at 

the center. Rocco Petrone. who became the Marshall director in 1973, said that 
Webb felt the group needed to be more tightly controlled. 

On January- 4lh, 1945, U.S. General George S. Patton wrote a 
remarkable thing in his war diary: "We can still lose this war." It 
was a remarkable statement, especially since the last large German 
offensive of World War Two, the Battle of the Bulge, was all but 
finished, and the victorious Allied armies, like their Soviet 
counterparts in the East, were then poised to deal the final death 
blows to Hitler's crumbling Third Reich. Optimism prevailed at 
the Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF). 
For some reason, however, General "Blood and Guts" Patton, 
despite his well known public image of bravado and optimism, had 
serious private fears and reservations. The question is: 

Why? 
Why indeed, since on any conventional military appraisal, the 

German Reich was finished. It was only a matter of... time. 
But even with the ill-fated German Ardennes offensive - the 

Battle of the Bulge - there is more than meets the eye when one 
adds in the thesis of my previous book, Reich of the Black Sun, that 
the Nazis may have won the race for the atom bomb well ahead of 
the Manhattan Project. The objective of the German offensive was, 
according to the standard explanation, to break through thinly held 
American lines in the Ardennes, drive behind the Allied lines in 

1 Linda Hunt, The United States Government, Nazi Scientists, and Project 
Paperclip: 1945 to 1990 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991), pp. 8-9. 

2 Ibid., p. 219. 
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Holland, seize the port of Antwerp, and thus not only drive a 
wedge between American and British forces, but also to cut the 
supply lines to British Field Marshal Sir Bernard Law 
Montgomery's armies in the Netherlands. But the standard 
explanation fails simply for the reason that the Allies would have 
been capable of using Dutch ports to supply the "trapped" armies. 
Thus, the end of the war presents, behind the "obvious" and "well 
known 'facts,'" yet another mystery. What really was the Nazi 
leadership trying to do, and why would it have caused such 
concern to General Patton to cause him to remark about it in his 
diary? British author Geoffrey Brooks pinpoints the hidden 
military and political reasoning that lay behind the Nazi offensive 
by raising precisely this question: 

Hitler's Luftwaffe ADC von Below remarked in his 1982 memoirs that 
even he could not understand why Hitler wanted to go to Antwerp — "a 
place that led nowhere." 

But the answer may lie in a curious order placed in German 
shipyards in the period leading up to the surprise German 
offensive, for an order for twenty-four "500-ton submersible 
barges able to transport and launch V-2 rockets" was placed at 
yards in Stettin and Elbing.4 And London was just within range of 
the V-2 from Antwerp. 

But the mystery does not yet end, for an offensive merely to 
resume the V-2 bombardment of England does not yet make sense. 
According to Brooks, one only begins to see the logic behind the 
German offensive by seeing it connected to a resumption of V-2 
attacks, for "the V-2 campaign had been a failure. Hitler knew that. 
There had to be something extra to make all this worthwhile."5 

What that "something extra" was, was hinted at by none other than 
the Deputy Commanding General for the US Army Air Force's 
Intelligence, Lieutenant General Donal Putt, shortly after the war 
in 1946. Brooks' comments are worth citing extensively: 

3 Geoffrey Brooks, Hitler's Terror Weapons: From VI to Vimcina (Pen and 
Sword Books: Barnsley, South Korshire, 2002), p. 103. (ISBN 0850528968) 

4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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(Lt. General Putt) told the Society of Aeronautical Engineers: "The 
Germans were preparing rocket surprises for the whole world in 
general and England in particular which would have, it is believed, 
changed the course of the war if the invasion had been postponed for so 
short a time as half a year." Putt was also quoted in an aside as having 
stated that "the Germans had V-2s with atomic explosive warheads." A 
surprise is a surprise and hitherto ordinary rocket warfare had proved 
unproductive. The range of the V-2 was 200 miles. The crucial success 
of the Allied progress by December 1944 had therefore been to drive 
the German forces in Europe beyond this limit. The objective of the 
Ardennes campaign was the Belgian port of Antwerp, 200 miles from 
London.6 

In other words, once again, the Nazi atom bomb is the hidden logic 
at work in the operational plans of both sides late in the war, and is 
very likely the hidden operational logic behind the otherwise 
militarily indefensible German offensive in the Ardennes. Small 
wonder then, that Patton would remark "We can still lose this 
war," even at such a late date. Similarly, if this scenario is the basis 
of his remarks, then it also serves to indicate that America's most 
celebrated field commander was also privy to some very sensitive 
information. 

As was seen in my previous book, Reich of the Black Sun, a 
number of articles appeared in the post-war Western press to 
corroborate the notion that the war was won, not against a tottering 
Reich, but just in the nick of time. The articles usually 
accompanied these evaluations with revelations of Nazi secret 
weapons, most of them on the "fantastic" end of the spectrum. 
Perhaps this was a ploy to convince the Western public that the 
Nazi leaders were quite insane - as if any convincing needed to be 
done by that point - and that their hopes were so wildly bizarre and 
unrealistic that indeed the Third Reich's military state in late 1944 
and early 1945 was all but hopeless. 

A. "We Can Still Lose This War" 

But psychological operations or not, even the American 
aerospace firm Convair (Consolidated Vultee) got in on the act. 

Brooks. Hitler's Terror Weapons, p. 19. 
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with a two page advertisement in Life magazine in its August 27, 
1945 edition with an "article" entitled "...by the Skin of our 
Teeth." 

SEVERAL TIMES during the European phase of this war, victory 
was almost within Germany's grasp...on land, on the sea, or in the 
air. 

Above all, knowing the vital importance of air supremacy, the 
Nazis tried time and again to wrest it back from the Allies. 

And they almost succeeded. 

Time Ran Out 

Especially in the last months of the war, our margin of safety was 
slimmer than most of us suspected. 

Just how slim it was is known best to certain American military 
experts who have since inspected some of Germany's underground 
research laboratories and war plants. 

Here they saw secret weapons in various stages of 
development...weapons which might conceivably have turned the 
trick for the Nazis if they could have used them boldly in a last 
desperate gamble. 

Some of these things can be revealed. Others cannot - yet. 
In one plant, the U.S. Army officers found partially assembled jet 

fighter planes of radical new design. There were planes potentially 
better than anything the Allies had in combat at that time. 

IF time hadn't run out on the Germans, quantities of these jet 
planes might have changed the balance of air power in their favor. 

In a V rocket plant, burrowed 800 feet deep in limestone rock, our 
technicians found blueprints for a fearful V bomb with an estimated 
range of 3000 miles. 

"We planned to destroy New York and other American cities 
starting in November," said a German rocket engineer. 

Target: U.S.A. 

In a converted salt mine, our ordnance officers examined nearly 
completed jet-propelled heavy bombers... bombers claimed by the 
Germans to be capable of crashing high explosives into the 
industrial cities of the eastern United States and flying back again 
across the Atlantic. 

Goering himself said the planes had been successfully test-flown 
and would have been in operation if Germany could have held out three 
months longer. 
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But those catastrophes, and others, never quite came to pass on the 
German timetable of war. We managed, right to the end, to maintain 
the air supremacy we had achieved...sometimes just by the skin of 
our teeth! 

...by the Skin of ourTeeth 
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Cited in Georg, Star Wars 1947. pp. 25-26, all emphases in the original. 
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This disquieting state of affairs suggests that there was more to 
German rocketry at the end of the war than merely lobbing short-
ranged V-ls and V-2s on London and other western European 
cities. Indeed, if blueprints for a rocket with a 3,000 mile range 
were found in an underground factory at the end of the war, this 
strongly suggests that the rumored intercontinental Amehkaraket 
was nearing production, and that implies that some long range 
prototype may have already been tested. 

Moreover, this "we won in the nick of time" attitude is 
corroborated by two very unlikely sources. Project Mercury and 
Gemini astronaut Gorden Cooper revealed that at the war's end 
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America was only one week from catastrophe/ But even more 
sensational corroboration of General Patton's gloomy assessment 
comes from President Franklin Delano Roosevelt himself. After 
receiving information via Turkey that the Germans were working 
on a "V-3" that could strike the east coast of the U.S., President 
Roosevelt revealed in a letter to his cousin Daisy on December 6, 
1944, the real reason for his concern: not the rocket itself, but the 
fact that the Germans possessed "a weapon named V-3, that could 
destroy anything within a circumference of a kilometer with a 
single blow."g The dating here is significant, for it would place 
Roosevelt's letter after both the German fuel-air bomb tests and, 
more importantly, after the alleged a-bomb test on the island of 
Riigenca. Oct 10-11, 1944."' 

President Roosevelt and General Patton were not the only 
senior Allied officials to express private reservations about the 
future course of the war at that late date. Indeed, behind the Allied 
superiority in all conventional arms, there lurked a disquieting fact, 
a fact made clear by the following secret memorandum: 

Georg, Star Wars. p. 15. See also pp. 182-183. 
" Ibid., p. 199, my translation. 
10 As I note in my Reich of the Black Sun, p. 80, Italian eyewitness Luigi 

Romersa. who described the test in detail, leaves out of his description any 
observation of the fusing of the soil at the test site into the glassy silicate 
covering associated with above ground low altitude nuclear tests. This fact 
weighs strongly against the test having been of a nuclear device though other 
signatures of the device tested there resemble a nuclear bomb. Background 
radiation on Riigen appears too small for a nuclear device. Romersa might thus 
be obfuscating his testimony; perhaps the test was elsewhere in the Baltic, or 
perhaps the test was of a large fuel-air bomb? 
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SECRET 

HEADQUARTERS 

UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR FORCES IN EUROPE (REAR) 
Office of the Director of Intelligence 

AAF Sta 390 
APO 633, U.S. Army 

5 January 1945 

MEMORANDUM: 

To: Brigadier General George C. McDonald, D. of 1., Hq., 
USSTAF. 

I. You will recollect that the SHAEF forecast, arrived at after D-
day in 1944, placed the capitulation of Germany at the end of 
December of that year. It is believed that this SHAEF forecast strongly 
influenced the planning in Washington and in this theater. Predicated 
upon this date, questions of type U.S. Air Force equipment, weapons, 
tactics, training and supplies were decided. 

2. Hitler's Germany did not place the termination date of this 
war at the end of 1944. Hitler's Germany has indicated with 
determination and virility that it expects this war to continue for a long 
and indefinite period of time, and that it is struggling to gain supremacy 
in weapons as well as generalship. 

3. With the exception of a few modifications and improvements 
in the U.S. Air Forces in this theater are fighting with substantially the 
same weapons as they used in 1942. From 1942 through 1944 the 
aircraft and equipment of the U.S. Army Air Forces were superior in 
practically every detail to anything the enemy had in this theater. 
Indeed, weapons and equipment in general, whether belonging to the 
Ground Troops or to the Air, enjoyed for the U.S. superiority during 
this first period. This period ended December 31, 1944 with Germany 
still fighting, but Germany is not fighting with the weapons of 1942. 
She is leading the world in tested jet propelled airplanes, long range 
missiles, new type submarines and, in certain classes, better tanks. A 
large part of her manufacturing facilities have gone underground and 
she is bending every sinew for the last stand on the Vaterland frontiers. 

4. Our Ground Armies, despite superiority in manpower and 
quantity of equipment, are presently engaged more in defensive than 
offensive fighting and, unless this state of affairs is quickly changed or 
the Russians actually drive through to Berlin and victory, we must face 
the grim expectation of fighting Germany and her new capabilities 
through greater 1945. 

X 
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5. The new submarine threat is mounting and we may expect that 
the Admiralty and our Navy will soon bring pressure to bear on the 
United States Strategic Air Forces to go after submarine yards, pens 
and components manufacture. The tank and armored vehicle industry is 
proving a fresh and considerable menace in the present Western 
campaigns, so pressure might be expected from the Ground Armies to 
devote a part of our bombardment weight to these production centers. 
A special report had been prepared by Lt. Col. Haines dealing with the 
growing menace of jet aircraft... 

If this somber assessment did not succeed in warning General 
McDonald of the true nature of the situation, it was spelled out in 
no uncertain terms in the conclusions at the end of the document: 

6. CONCLUSION: 

a. The war has not terminated in accordance with SHAEF plans. 
b. SHAEF timing has dominated the development of equipment, 

training programs and establishment of manpower and supply for this 
theater. 

c. The first cycle and period of the war has ended without the 
capitulation of Germany and with Germany leading in the development 
of principal new weapons and methods, which will be included in her 
capabilities during 1945." 

In other words, the Germans simply were not complying with 
SHAEF's desires for them to roll over and surrender in the face of 
overwhelming Allied numerical superiority. Indeed, as the 
document indicates, that very numerical superiority was threatened 
with immanent obsolescence, if not being totally obsolete, in 1945. 
Germany, which had invented modern combined-arms maneuver 
warfare as a means of offsetting her potential opponents' 
numerical superiority, was about to change the nature of warfare 
yet again, and catch the Allies flatfooted, unprepared, and off 
balance. 

But was the reality of German potential in fact in line with 
these gloomy Allied intelligence prognostications? 

" Cited in Friedrich Georg, Hitlers Siegeswajjen, Band 2: Star Wars 1947: 
Teliband B: Von der Amerikarakete zur Orbitalstation - Deutschlands Streben 
nach Interkontinentalwajjen und das erste Weltraumprogramm (Schleusingen, 
Germany: Amun Verlag, 2004). pp. 194-195. 
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B. German Potential in Late 1944 Early 1945 

I. Papers for Paperclip: Project Lust}' 

Late war German war-making potential is perhaps best 
summarized by a series of recently declassified documents - first 
uncovered by British researcher Nick Cook - called "Project 
Lusty." This, as Polish researcher Igor Witkowski observes, was a 
"parallel operation in relation to 'Paperclip.'"12 Its contents are 
"such an absolute revelation that it gives the impression of being a 
story from another planet."13 The Project Lusty documents 

consist of a descriptive section as well as a list of intelligence facilities/ 
"targets*' in the occupied Reich. In the descriptive section, at the very 
beginning, mention is made for example... of seized German 
evacuation transports - U-boats. This concerns facts that not only shed 
a completely new light on the end of World War II and the issue of the 
Third Reich's scientific and technical achievements, but above all are 
shocking with the awareness that they are still clouded in a curtain of 
secrecy! 

Under the aegis of this program alone, and by its own admission, 
some 110,000 tons of scientific papers were transferred over three 

12 Igor Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, trans, from the Polish 
by Bruce Wenham (Farnborough, England: Books International (European 
History Press, 2003), p. 224. Witkowski's research in The Truth about the 
Wunderwaffe, like Carter Hydrick's in Critical Mass, is first class and simply 
put. cannot and must not be ignored by any serious inquirer into the alternative 
and secret history of World War Two secret weapons and technology. I state 
this simply to put the record straight, since a number of stupid and utterly silly 
remarks have been made about Mr. Witkowski in various reviews of Nick 
Cook's The Hunt for Zero Point. These reviews have tried to impeach Cook's 
story by, in some cases, implying that Mr. Witkowski's work was somehow slip 
shod or second rate. The persons making such comments have obviously never 
bothered to read Mr. Witkowski's work nor considered its profound 
implications. So, once again, to set the record straight, Mr. Witkowski's work is 
superb and magisterial. The reviewers implying that Mr. Witkowski is an 
"unknown" or a second-rate author might possibly be in the coven employment 
of somebody's (Hot) Air Force. 

Witkowski, op. cit., p. 224. 
M Ibid. 
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months to a center in the United States, where they were then 
processed and disseminated to the interested agencies of the US 
government.1""1 

As if that were not enough. 

The records of the German Patent Office, for instance, were found 
buried 1.500 feet underground in a potash mine near Bacha. There were 
approximately 225,000 volumes, which included secret Jilesf...) 
Eventually, the files were evacuated and studied.(...) 

This is a crucial revelation, for it brings us back to the context of 
the Kammlerstab SS secret weapons "think tank" for the simple 
reason that all patents in the Third Reich were secretly scrutinized 
by a highly classified SS entity called Forschung, Entwicklung, 
Patente, which answered to an SS Obergruppen-fiihrer Emil 
Mazuw, about whom more will be said in chapter four. 

Project Lusty's revelation accordingly prompts a very serious 
question: did the American intelligence teams simply "blindly 
stumble onto" this treasure trove? Or were they led there? The last 
possibility seems more likely, as it is known that Kammler 
returned to Prague and the Skoda Works at Pilsen - headquarters 
of his "think tank" - in the last days of the war. As Nick Cook 
hypothesizes, Kammler did so to put the finishing touches on 
gathering up all his files and gathering them together to barter for 
his life. 7 Thus, if the Americans knew where to look, this 
information could only have come to them from some source 
inside the Kammlerstab. 

It is well known that SS General Wolff undertook secret 
surrender negotiations with OSS station chief in Zurich, Allen 
Dulles, in the closing days of the war. What is little known, 
however, is that this process was taking place with the tacit 
blessing of none other than Adolf Hitler and Nazi Party 
Reichsleiter Martin Bormann, by then the real master of Nazi 
Germany. As Carter Hydrick has argued, the classic signature of 

Project Lusty, Frame 601, cited in Witkowski, The Truth About the 
Wunderwqffe, p. 226. 

16 Project Lusty, Frame 597, § 9, cited in Witkowski, The Truth About the 
Wunderwaffe, p. 226, emphasis Witkowski "s. 

1' Q.v. Nick Cook, The Hunt for Zero Point, pp. 
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Bormann in all these late-war negotiations with the Americans was 
the exchange of technology for the lives of leading Nazis.18 This 
permits one to speculate on a secret history that possibly underlies 
the strange constellation of events in southern and south central 
Germany, and Bohemian Czechoslovakia, at the end of the war. 
Among those events one must highlight the following: 

(1) U.S. General Patton's rapid drive across southern Germany 
toward the Skoda Works at Pilsen in Czechoslovakia and 
similar Allied thrusts toward the Harz Mountain SS 
installations in Thuringia; 

(2) The secret negotiations between OSS station chief Allen 
Dulles19 and SS General Wolff; 

(3) The disappearance of SS General Hans Kammler; 
(4) The disappearance of Kammler's most highly classified 

research project, "the Bell," along with all its project 
documentation; and finally, 

(5) The ironic - and some would say extremely suspicious -
death of General George Patton shortly after the war's end. 

A speculative pattern emerges, for if Wolff was secretly 
negotiating with Dulles with the tacit approval of Bormann - and 
Bormann's approval meant Hitler's as well - then it is likely that 
the collateral was the treasure trove of the Kammlerstab 's 
documents, which would have included the secret patents of the 
Third Reich, seized and classified by the Forschung, Entwicklung, 
und Patente. The unerring precision with which late war American 
thrusts - largely by Patton's Third Army - toward the most secret 
centers and installations of Kammler's black projects empire were 
guided can only indicate that at some very high level the 
Americans were receiving "inside information" that came from an 
equally high level within the Third Reich: Kammler and Bormann. 
Patton may either have been the point man in some of these 

18 For the escape and role of Bormann in negotiating these high technology 
transfers, see Carter Plymtom Hydrick, Critical Mass, pp. 157-247. 

' Dulles later became CIA chief, was dismissed by President Kennedy after 
the Bay of Pigs fiasco, and then later appointed by Lyndon Johnson to head the 
Warren Commission "investigating" the President's murder! 
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operations, or, as is more likely, was simply privy to a vast amount 
of first hand field intelligence reports that allowed him to piece 
together a thorough and nearly complete overview of the extent of 
Nazi black projects. One may speculate that Patton's field reports 
at this time constituted a kind of "Kammler Index" of the Third 
Reich's secret weapons projects. In either case, he would have 
been in a position to disclose a vast and hidden intelligence 
operation, not the least of which included a Faustian bargain for 
exotic technology and post-war cooperation between the Nazis and 
the western Allies, particularly with the United States. 

And what of the treasure trove itself? A glance at more unusual 
German secret weapons will demonstrate why General Patton in 
early 1945 - perhaps already "in the loop" on the secret 
negotiations taking place, and the "technological potential" the 
Allies faced if those negotiations were not successful - expressed 
serious private reservations about the Allies "still being able to lose 
this war." 

2. Death Beneath the Seas: The Extraordinary Capabilities of the 
Type XXI U-boat 

While Project Lusty concerned itself exclusively with Nazi 
aero-space technology, it is worth mentioning one of the deadliest 
potentials that was already coming into production as the war 
approached its end: the very new, and very lethal, German Type 
XXI U-boat. The Type XXI thus represented no mere prototype 
waiting to see production; it was not mere potential. It was a very 
real and present danger that would have presented the Allies with 
no end of difficulties at sea had the war continued even just a few 
weeks longer. And as I averred in Reich of the Black Sun, it is 
likely that the British had the misfortune of encountering a few 
Type XXIs before the end of hostilities.20 

The Type XXIs possessed a novel propulsion system, the 
Walther turbine utilizing hydrogen peroxide, that allowed a speed 
of some 17.2 knots submerged, and according to the first trials 
information of the Kriegsmarine, were capable of a truly 

:o Joseph P. Farrell. Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 243-244. 
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astonishing submerged depth of 330 meters!21 Some statements 
placed its submerged speed closer to 21 or 22 knots.22 Moreover, 
the Type XXI could continue at this phenomenal underwater speed 
for some 340 miles before having to slow to recharge its 
accumulators. Thus, the Type XXI, unlike the subs of every 
other navy or even its predecessors in the Kriegsmarine, was not 
merely a submersible; it was, in fact, the first truly modern 
submarine vessel, a vessel designed to do most of its traveling 
under water, not merely a vessel that could submerge when 
necessary. With its special "radar absorbent material" coating its 
newer streamlined schnorkel device, and its tremendous maximum 
possible submerged depth, the submarine managed to be 
undetectable to American surface vessels at a mere 200 meters 
away when the U.S. Navy conducted tests on one specimen in 
1946!24 As Polish researcher Igor Witkowski puts it, the submarine 
"was a jump from the level of the 1940s into the 1960s."25 

But even this recitation does not even begin to exhaust its truly 
deadly potential in naval warfare. If an Allied aircraft somehow 
managed to elude its on board radar and four 20 millimeter turreted 
anti-aircraft guns on either side of the boat's streamlined conning 
tower, the submarine could be completely under water in a mere 18 
seconds.26 But that is not all, for unlike any other submarine in any 
other navy, the Type XXI's captain would not even have to see his 
target to fire torpedos at it: 

The submarine possessed a completely revolutionary system of torpedo 
fire control, enabling it to carry out effective attacks even at complete 
submersion, the target positions being determined by creating three-
dimensional co-ordinates of the noise's source through recalculating of 
delays received by various microphones placed on the submarine's 
hull. After an attack the Type XXI escaped at maximum speed, at 
which the enemy's sonar was totally ineffective (it maintained 
effectiveness up to approx. 12 knots).2? 

" Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, p. 126. 
22 Q.v. Joseph P. Farrell, Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 242-245. 
23 Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, p. 126. 
24 Ibid., p. 127. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
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The potential of the Type XXI was thus not a mere "potential." It 
was a deadly reality. 

One can only imagine what a Type XXI equipped with the new 
wire-guided or acoustic-homing torpedoes would have done to 
Allied shipping had it entered service in sufficient numbers. After 
all, a Type XXI with conventional torpedos was bad enough... 

3. Death in the Air: The Sound Barrier Too? 

The Project Lusty documentation referred to previously 
indicates that the Type XXI's deadly performance characteristics 
were matched, if not surpassed, by similar German developments 
in aerial warfare. 

With the Allied and Soviet Air Forces' increasing dominance 
of the skies over Germany, it became increasingly vital for the 
Luftwaffe to pursue the unconventional avenue toward recovering 
mastery of the air over Germany. One such solution, the Focke 
Wulfe Triebfliigel, is well-known to researchers. This "vertical 
take-off and landing" or VTOL fighter was a viable solution, since 
there was no need to try to take off or land on bombed and cratered 
airfield runways. Consisting of three rotating wings around a 
central fuselage, each wing was tipped with a ramjet engine. The 
wings could in turn be rotated to increase or decrease the angle of 
attack. With rockets to assist the ramjets to get started, the 
Triebfliigel was in effect a vertical take-off and landing jet-airplane 
combined with a helicopter. Witkowski describes it as follows: 

(The) name could be translated as "propulsive wing", reflecting its 
unusual principle of operation. During take-off and landing the lifting 
surfaces performed the function of a helicopter's rotor, whereas during 
flight at high speed they "transformed" into wings.... Three ramjet 
engines were mounted on the wing tips, each with a maximum thrust of 
840 KG. During take-off they were boosted by three Walter rocket 
engines, accelerating the wings to a speed enabling the ramjet engines 
to be started." 

28 Witkoski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe. p. 204. 
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Prior to the publication in English of Witkowski's research, 
however, little was known about the performance capabilities of 
this unconventional aircraft, and it remained a curiosity. 

Witkowski, however, managed to procure a post-war Polish 
report on the actual test results the craft managed to achieve: 

The maximum vertical speed did not exceed 124 km/h. After climbing 
to a sufficient altitude, the aircraft commenced horizontal flight with 
the adjustment of control surfaces and ailerons.(...) In horizontal flight 
the aircraft reached a speed of 1,000 km/h. The rotor operated at 520 
rpm, which after conversion gave a rotational speed of the tips of 1,500 
km/h. 

The initial rate of climb amounted to 7.5 km/min. Rotor working 
time -42 min., range 640 km. At an altitude of 11 km horizontal speed 
amounted to 800 km/h.29 

Note that the speed of the craft at normal altitudes was 1,000 
kilometers per hour, or approximately 600 miles per hour. Note 
also that the craft was apparently capable of reaching altitudes of 
some 11 kilometers, or about six and a half miles above the 
surface, far above the normal operational altitudes of most Allied 
and Soviet aircraft of the war. 

The performance characteristics cited are made even more 
remarkable by the fact that the Triebfliigel and similar craft were 
apparently brought to the United States as part of Project Lusty: 

A report reached Lt Col. O'Brien's party that a "strange aircraft" had 
been seen in a mountainous retreat near Salzburg. Investigation quickly 
determined that this "strange aircraft: was a jet-propelled helicopter, the 
only one of its kind in the world. The inventor and his entire staff, who 
had laboriously worked ten years to perfect it, were present, guarding 
his invention as one would a precious jewel. The helicopter was 
examined, and a preliminary superficial interrogation of the staff was 
sufficient to reveal its tremendous importance. It was carefully loaded 
in a large truck and taken to Munich. From there it was sent across 
Europe to France, placed on a boat and shipped to Wright Field, 

" Ibid., p. 205, citing W. Kozakiewicz et. al. „Bron rakietowa" (Gowny 
Instytut Mechaniki, 1951). 
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together with the confiscated notes, drawings, and meticulous records 
of experiments conducted by the scientist and his assistants.30 

The Triebjlugel and similar other projects were thus for the 
American military no mere curiosities. They represented 
significant technological advances over then existent American 
aerospace technology. 

But now a question occurs: if the machine - and there was only 
one such of its kind in the world - was brought to Wright Patterson 
Airfield and its scientists interred and papers confiscated, how 
did the post-war Polish Communist government know so much 
about its performance within six years of the war's end? The 
standard answer is, of course, that there were Soviet spies within 
the program, and that is the most likely explanation. But there is 
another possible answer that will loom ever larger as we proceed, 
and that is that it is possible that all these programs were continued 
after the war in a variety of host countries including Russia, and 
yet were independently coordinated from some hidden center, 
passing information back and forth between the cells in various 
host countries via a continuing "Nazi International". 

The Triebfliigel also points to another direction wartime 
German research pursued, and pursued with a vengeance: high 
performance ramjet-propelled aircraft. Indeed, when entering this 
area of inquiry, one is again entering one of those areas where the 
reality of wartime German accomplishments in secret weapons 
research was in diametric contradiction to the post-war Allied 
Legend, only in this case, the legend is not about the Allies having 
acquired the a-bomb while the Nazis remained incompetent 
nuclear bunglers, but about the fact that an American, Chuck 
Yeager, was the first human to pilot an aircraft through the sound 
barrier, an event that occurred after the war's end and the 
beginning of America's own black projects in exotic aircraft and 
space-based weapons. 

Project Lusty, frame 590, cited in Witkoski, The Truth About the 
Wunderwaffe, p. 225. 

" Thus, if one is to believe all the reports about Wright Patterson, it is home 
to a very odd collection of aliens - both extra- and sub-terrestrial - and Nazis! 
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The story begins with the acknowledged expert on ramjets, 
Prof. Dr. Alexander Lippisch, and his designs for a delta-winged 
P-13b ramjet aircraft. The goal of the project was to produce a 
super-sonic aircraft with a cheap, reliable propulsion system. 
Lippisch produced a number of designs, beginning with the P-12. 

LO*iNPftor>ut.J«b U #%;» j 

Lippisch 's P-12 Design 

Work on this aircraft was interrupted in May 1944, and Lippisch 
produced the design for the cleaner lines of the PI 3b. 

IS 
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Lippisch s PI3b Design 

The large air intakes for the ramjets and the disk-shaped 
combustion chamber are clearly evident. Wind tunnel trials soon 
showed the advantages of the pure delta shape for supersonic 
flight, however, and Lippisch produced his final design for the 
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PI3b, the final design for which is described in a U.S. intelligence 
summary for April, 1945: 

" Delta " Aircraft design is shown in this plan of 
the glider type, from prisoner's description, and clearly 
illustrates the radical triangular shape of these aircraft. 

T h e following components are annotated : 
1. Cables to control surfaces. 
2. Cabin. 
3. Forward landing wheel. 
4. Fuselage. 
5. Spar to which wings are bolted. 
6. Wing. 
7. Main landing wheels. 
*. Tr imming rudder. 
9. Elevator. 

Ifc Aileron. 
11. Landing flaps. 
12. Rudder. 

The Final Version of the Lippisch PI 3b According to a US 
Intelligence Summary of April 1945 

The remarkable thing about the PI3b development is that 
according to one version, the pure delta version, i.e., the final 
version seen immediately above, was the version that went through 
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comprehensive trials in 1945. The design in fact, was completed by 
January 7. 1945." 

But did this fantastic supersonic fighter ever progress beyond 
the planning and wind-tunnel test stages? Enter Project Lusty once 
again. Frame 599 of the documentation lists the various actual 
aircraft that were brought to the Wright Airfield in the United 
States for "extended study and development."" As the documents 
state, "at least one, in some cases as many as ten, of the following, 
which represent only a fraction of the types (of aircraft), were 
located, some only after extensive searching throughout 
Germany."34 The report then lists the types of aircraft, not just 
documents, that were seized: 

The Messerschmitt aircraft series 1101, 1106, 1110, 1111 and 1112, a 
series particularly interesting in that it illustrates a phase of co
ordinated aircraft design into which American aircraft are only now 
entering; seven rocket-propelled piloted aircraft specifically designed 
for anti-bomber interception work; a jet-propelled helicopter; Flettner-
282 helicopter; Horton-9, a flying winged glider; Ju-188, a radar 
equipped twin-engine night fighter; Ju-290, four-engine long range 
transport; seven Me-163s, rocket-propelled interceptor fighters; ten 
Me-262s. twin jet-propelled fighter-interceptors; He-162, single place 
fighter powered by jet engines; flying bombs, type V-l single and dual 
piloted; Lippisch P-li Jager{sic)~. a tailless twin rocket-propelled 
wing for supersonic speeds... 

The report clearly indicates that an actual aircraft, and not just a 
model, was brought to the United States, though it clearly has 
misidentified the fighter's rocket engines as the main propulsion 
unit. They were necessary only to reach sufficient speed to start the 
ramjets. 

But the truly sensational bit of information concerning the 
PI3b that emerges from the Project Lusty documents occurs in 
frame 601, where the top recorded speed for the PI3b is stated as 

" Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, pp. 200-201. 
33 Ibid., p. 226. 
wIbid. 
35 "Jager": fighter airplane. 
36 Project Lusty, frame 599, cited in Witkowski, The Truth About the 

Wunderwaffe. p. 226. 
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Mach 1.85, "'about 2100 km/h" or approximately 1200 miles per 
hour.3 UFO researches will recognize that figure, because it 
appears often in newspaper accounts of UFO performance 
characteristics from the post-war period on into the 1950s. In any 
case, Polish military files indicate that the craft was prepared for, 
and successfully undertook, comprehensive trials ca. January-
February 1945, and that indeed, the sound barrier had been broken 
by the Germans during that time, though no mention is made of the 
test pilot's name. 

The fact of the P13b's incredible speed and the uniqueness and 
simplicity of its combustion chamber, would have meant nothing 
less than an aerial warfare revolution had the war lasted a little 
longer and the aircraft had seen production. The reason is quite 
simple: it was cheap, impervious to Allied radar, and utterly 
beyond the performance capabilities of the proto-type British and 
American jet fighters only just beginning to be tested. Indeed, the 
performance characteristics of the PI 3b would only be matched by 
the "X planes" of the early American space program some years 
later. 

As for Lippisch himself, he became something of a celebrity at 
Wright Airfield in Dayton, Ohio, since he was recognized as the 
leading authority on supersonic flight. Lippisch conducted 
seminars and lectures for his new American bosses.39 More 
importantly, Lippisch had also completed designs for an orbiting 
space station capable of dropping nuclear bombs on any target on 
earth.40 

7 Project Lusty, Frame 601, cited, Witkowski, The Truth About the 
Wunderwaffe, p. 226. 

'8 Ibid., pp. 203-24. It seems worth mentioning that some sources indicate 
that Chuck Yeager was the first American to break the sound barrier, suggesting 
that someone, somewhere, knew something that the general public did not. 

39 Ibid., p. 222. 
*DIb,d. 
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4. Death on the Ground: Weapons of Mass Destruction in Use by 
the German Army on the Eastern Front in 1941 

Beyond these deadly aerial and submarine developments of the 
late war, there were already indicators that something had long 
been afoot on the ground as well, as persistent rumors came from 
the Eastern Front that the German Army, on more than one 
occasion, had used some weapon of enormous destructive power 
on Russian military targets. In Reich of the Black Sun I indicated 
that this was most likely some early version of a fuel-air bomb, a 
device that the Germans had brought, by the end of the war, to 
enormous capability.41 The sources for these strange allegations 
were none other than a secret Japanese communique from its 
embassy in Stockholm, Sweden, to an equally secret 
communication from the Soviets to the Nazis that if they did not 
"cease and desist" the Russians would resort to the use of poison 
gas. 

Further corroboration of this is found in none other than 
celebrated SS commando Otto Skorzeny's memoirs. However, he 
recounts that their first use occurred not in the siege of Sevastopol 
in the Crimea in 1942, nor indeed with the prologue to the Battle of 
Kursk in 1943, but in the fierce Battle for Moscow during late 
November and early December of 1941! 

To our left is situated Khmiki, Moscow's port. From here it is only 8 
kilometers to Moscow. On 30 November, without a single shot, the 
62nd reconnaissance regiment belonging to Hoepner's Armoured Corps 
moves in here. It is not known why this opportunity was not exploited. 
Our motorcyclists retreated. 

Here begins the next mysterious episode in the battle for Moscow, 
which has escaped the attention of many historians. In order to oppose 
the horrifying rockets of "Stalin's organs" we applied a new type of 
rocket missile filled with liquid air. These were similar to enormous 
bombs and as far as my competence allows me to estimate - their 
effectiveness had no equal. Their use immediately had an impact on the 
enemy's defensive forces. The enemy used huge loudspeakers for 
propaganda purposes... By means of them several days after first using 
our missiles the Russians threatened to respond with gas attacks if we 
continued to use rockets filled with liquid air. From that moment, at 

41 Q.v. Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 191-192. 
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least in our sector, they were never used again. I don't think they were 
used on other stretches of the front as well.4 

Witkowski confirms the assertion first broached by Renato Vesco 
that the research for these weapons of mass destruction - a large 
fuel air bomb has the same destructive effect as a small atom bomb 
- was undertaken by Prof. Dr. Zippermayer under the apt code 
name Hexenkessel or "Witches' Cauldron."43 

3£d y T 

XNK>J*M1CH 03UMKED SBOi TABGi'Ki OF 
QEFOKTONm Df THE SOHTHOFSH ARKA. 

Raported by 

F/Lt fl.H.G. i)*»i*l8 
and 

F / t t B^L. BiofcerdiJee 
MAP, MB 

BIOS Target Kuribers 
C .28/6.-231, C 25/5W, C 6A37, 0 30/338, 

O 1^268, C 22/2182, C 21/603 

BWH3SH IWHBTJ.IGB3CJB OBJIETiySS saB-CCWCCTTKB 
32 Bryusrtaa Square, London, W.l» 

' Otto Skorzeny, La Guerre ]nconnue(?&ris, Albin Michel: 1975), cited in 
Witkowski, p. 95. 

Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, p. 96. 
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4. . 

account of All ied bombing, ul though they wara euceeea-
ful . Tha Iconoscope was also going to ba used in an t i -
aubnarlne weapons, bat t b i s development bad not yet 
etarted. Ijlf r,a red rays co l lected from the target f o -
caaaed on to a sens i t ive plate which caused an e l a c t r i - -
cal mechanism to operate the s teer ing nechanlam of the 
project i l e . Spear bad ordered that RanbauaohJte should 
keep tha deta i la of thla to himself, and should conatruet 
thia part o f ' the equlpoeat personally. 

(a") A r t i f i c i a l horizon 

A se l f regulating a r t i f i c i a l horizon for use In 
aircraft waa inrented by Dr. Ineppetem, who had a f a c t 
ory in Berlln-Schoneberg. Ee wonced in col laboration 
with Henechel, Serlln-Vonigewuaterhausen. The horl ion 
was not affected by. any aerobatio manoeuvres. 

(t} KSorotila»d documents-

An agency hud been aet up in Berlin for the mioro-
filtrlog of important technical and p o l i t i c a l papera 
under the control of Oberet Saner who bad hla off ioe at 
86 potadamerstraase. He oame under tha control of Speer'i 
ministry, but alao copied a l l the important paper* of 
tha S.S. Hauptant. After the f l r a t heavy attacks on Ber
l i n in 1943 i t waa deolded to conoeel three or more seta 
of the film coplaa at rarlous dlaperaal pointa, probably 
in southern Germany. Gen.Ing. Kerrmann and Cbarat Dlea-
lng of the K.L.M. were thought to be responsible for the 
evacuation order. Manfred van Brauohitsnh waa charged 
with the transport of the f i lms. Obereta Kneemeler and 
Planing, of the H.L.L- . , oberst Crist who worked with Sauer 
and the head of the Bead oaffungs and •<& j tunes l io fer -
ungeemt pi' the army should know the location of one or 
more of the hiding' places . This information has been 
passed to Air Inte l l igence ami they are dealing with the 
matter. 

(g) Mould a ir bomb 

As the research oji C M atomic bomb under Graf von 
Ardenne anc others was not proceeaing as rapidly ae had 
been hoped in 1944, i t was decided to proceed with the ' 
development of e l iquid t l r bomb. j4xperli#nts using ord
inary powdered coal were not at a l l eucoess lul , but 01-
tremelj fcood resujts ware ootained from 0 f ix ture consta
ting of 6O5 f ine ly powoered ory orown ooal and 40£. 

British Intelligence Report on Fuel Air Bomb 
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l iquid a i r . The technical man responsible for t h i s 
wort was Dr. Zippeltaeier. The f i r s t t r i a l was made on 
the Demerits groundE near Berlin using a charge of 
about 6 leg of powder in a th in t i n plate conta iner . The 
l iquid a i r was pourea on to the powder, and the two 
were mixed toge ther .with a long wooden s t i r r e r . Kreut-
efeld did t h i s himself, and was present a t the ensuing 
t e s t , i n an are;* of radius yx> to &00 m i r e s t r e e s , e t c . 
were a l l completely destroyed. Thereafter the explosion 
s tar ted to riBe and only the cops of the t r ee s were . 
affected, although the intensive explosion covered an 
area 2 am. in rad ius , "ip.telme.i9r t/ien nau the idea tha t 
a be t t e r e f fec t might be obtained i f the powder was 
spread out in- the form of a cloud before the explosion. 
Tr ia l s were maae with a paper container impregnated 
with some waxy substance. A metal cyl inder waa attached 
to the lower end of t h i s container end. h i t the ground 
f i r s t , d i spe r s ing the powder, t f t e r a snort time i n t e r 
val of the-order of 1/4 second a small charge in the 
lsetel cyl inuer exploded and igni ted the dank funnel 
ehapeu dust - l iquid a i r cloud. The bombs had to be 
f i l l e d immediately p r io r to the departure of the a i r c r a f t . 
Bombs with charges of 25 and M) kg. of powder were 
dropped on the Starbergersee, and photographs of the ex
plosion were tauten. Stsnaerte.ifu'hrer klumm kept a 
photograph oi the r e su l t ana showed i t to Brandt (Klmm-
l e r ' a personal adviser ) . The intensive explosion cov
ered an area 4 to 4.* xst, radius , and the explosion was 
s t i l l f e l t on a radius Ik .5 ta». When the bomb was drop 
ped en an a i r f i e l d , much ins t ruc t ion was caused 12 tea* 
away, and *11 the t rees on a h i l l s i d e 5 t o & *;>1- away 
were f l a t . Oa a radius of 12.^ km. only the tops of the 
t rees were destroyed. 

A 1'r. 'dahneukamp w&a also concerned in t h i s work with 
Br. Zippelmeier, and both s c i e n t i s t s were working for 
the U. l . i i . in the labora tor ies of a research i n s t i t u t e 
near Vienna. About the end of September 1944 Zippel-
meier was moved to the Horn Gyroscopic compass fac tory 
in Flatten', Yogtland (saxony), but waa probably evac
uated before the Ruseiane occupied the area. The mat
e r i a l s of the explosive were .made by the s p e c i a l i s t s of 
the Nobel company, 

C. In te r roga t ion of Jogef t imet 

In the course of in terrogat ion i t became c l e a r , tha t 

British Intelligence Report on German Fuel Air Bomb 

Skorzeny also indicates the method of delivery was apparently 
through rocket artillery systems. In point of fact, SS panzer and 
panzer grenadier divisions often had a complement of so-called 
Nebelwerfer artillery units. These units were six-barreled rocket 
artillery pieces, ranging in caliber from 150mm (about six inches) 
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to 280 mm (about eleven inches). The six barrels of a typical 
Nebelwerfer were arranged in a hexagonal pattern on an otherwise 
conventional split-trail artillery carriage. The 280mm Nebelwerfer 
units would have been the ideal delivery system for fuel air 
bombs. 

One can only guess what the effect of a battery of these 
weapons firing fuel air bombs on rockets, with their sirens 
screaming down on their targets, all synchronized to detonate 
simultaneously, would have had on a Russian unit. The phrase 
"carpet bombing" together with "tactical nukes" might, however, 
come close. 

But in any case, it is clear why the Russians resorted to the 
threat of poison gas. And perhaps it is also clear why only recently 
the Russian government has revealed that its casualties during the 
war were far higher than anyone had previously imagined. 
Operationally competent as the German Army was during World 
War Two, the fantastic "kill ratios" it achieved on the Eastern 
Front could only have been due to the assistance of unconventional 
weaponry, and weaponry of mass destruction at that. 

5. Beyond the Nuclear and Thermonuclear Bombs: Indications of a 
New Physics 

Project Lusty also corroborates another sensational allegation 
that we shall encounter much later, namely, that the Nazis were 
engaged in research on various types of "death rays" or "anti
aircraft rays." This research apparently was undertaken in Vienna 
at number 87 Weimarstrasse.4" But these were no ordinary lasers. 

According to Polish researcher Igor Witkowski, the German 
government's archives indicate that 

In 1944 a special Luftwaffe research establishment received the task to 
develop such a weapon, situated in (he town of Gross Ostheim. 
Materials relating to this work are currently located in a civilian 

44 These bombs would not have been of the same colossal size as I reported 
on pp. 191-192 of Reich of the Black Sun, since the range of these rocket 
launchers was relatively short. 

45 Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwajfe, p. 227. 
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establishment - the Karlsruhe research centre (Forschungszentrum 
Karlsruhe) and were disclosed several years ago.'*6 

As was seen in Reich of the Black Sun, research was also 
conducted into exotic "Tesla" technology at the University of 
Heidelberg, where an underground bunker was discovered that 
housed a large artificial quartz parabolic dish which was used to 
fire high voltage pulses at targets some meters away to disintegrate 
them.4 In this light it is perhaps worth mentioning that the giant 
German electronics firm, Siemens A.G., took out one of the first 
patents for an X-ray laser in the U.S.A. in 1955, roughly half a 
decade before the first masers and lasers were "discovered." Did 
the Siemens patent in fact reflect work already undertaken by the 
Third Reich? 

While this cannot be determined with certainty, it is perhaps 
significant that the Siemens firm seldom reveals the exact nature 
and extent of its research undertaken during the Nazi era. And it is 
perhaps also significant that Siemens might be trying to protect a 
patent or device previously filed during the Nazi era and 
subsequently confiscated as booty by taking out a patent for an X-
ray laser in the United States. 

Taken together, all these secret weapons projects - and they are 
only the tip of a very large, very deadly iceberg - indicate that 
Nazi Germany was aiming for supremacy on the ground, sea, and 
air. But it would be misleading to assume that this was the limit of 
their ambitions... 

46 Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe. p. 92. 
47 Joseph P. Farrell, Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 221-222, 351. 
48 See chapter six for more discussion of X-ray lasers. 
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2. 
„3T()e JBeenemiintie problem" 

"...Germany's 'Amerika-Raket' was to be aimed with a nuclear warhead. The 
report sounds utterly fantastic. But was the danger real? " 

Friedrich Georg. Hitlers Siegeswaffen 

In August 1946, a highly placed department of the English War 
Office disclosed that "Hitler wanted the Moon."" In the race of 
"disclosure" after the war's end and before the iron vaults of 
"national security" slammed shut and the Allied Legend of atomic 
engineering superiority was born, such extraordinary revelations 
were commonplace. Indeed, one must wonder if there was not a 
psychological or disinformation operation being run behind these 
early post-war disclosures, to direct attention, particularly Soviet 
attention, away from areas of Nazi accomplishments that were not 
merely paper studies and fantasies. Even here, however, one must 
pause, for if Nazi Germany was successful, or even perilously 
close, in obtaining atom bombs prior to the war's end, as argued in 
the previous book on this subject, The Reich of the Black Sun,3 

then the comment cannot be brushed aside so easily. The War 
Office comment, and Consolidated Vultee's two page Life 
magazine advertisement disclosing the possible existence 
blueprints a 3,000 mile range rocket in an underground factory 
implies the existence at least of a rocket technology - and hence 
the delivery systems for a nuclear warhead - considerably more 
advanced than the puny V-2 with its limited lift and range. As 
German researcher Friedrich Georg notes, the comment points to 
the existence of Von Braun's A-14 moon rocket, a design for a five 
stage rocket to lift three astronauts to the moon and remrn them to 
the earth where they would then land in a version of Eric Sanger's 

1 Friedrich Georg. Hitlers Siegeswaffen: Band 2: Star Wars 1947: Teilhand 
B: Von der Amerikarakete zur Orbitalstation - Deutschlands Streben nach 
Intercontinentalwaffen und das erste Weltraumprogram (Schleusingen, 
Germany: Amun Verlag. 2004), p. 11, my translation. 

2 Ibid., p. 223. 
5 Joseph P. Farrell, The Reich of the Black Sun: Nazi Secret Weapons and 

the Cold War Allied Legend (Kempton. Illinois: Adventures Unlimited Press, 
2004, pp. 1-158. 
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"rocket plane."4 And additionally, Consolidated Vultee's 
disclosure also prompts a question: how did they know there were 
blueprints for such a rocket? Blueprints imply something either 
ready to go into production or something already being built. 
Where did Consolidated Vultee get its information? The answer, as 
we shall see, is rather surprising. 

And if five-staged moon rockets to carry three astronauts to the 
moon and back, and orbital "space planes" sound uncomfortably 
familiar, they should, for it would seem that Von Braun's later 
Saturn V booster - the actual three stage booster of the three-
manned Apollo moon missions - and the space shuttle itself, are 
but later developments of some prototypical Nazi design concepts 
for manned space missions. 

A. The U.S.A. Gets the Creme de la Crime 

Such disconcerting disclosures raise the other components of 
the Allied Legend, namely: 

(1) that in the race to acquire Nazi secret weapons, scientists, 
and engineers and the associated technologies, the Western 
Allies in general and America in particular made off with 
the lion's share of the loot, the creme da la creme of the 
Third Reich's scientists and technology, enabling its 
successful Apollo moon program and likewise its early 
ICBM development; 

(2) that the German "secret weapons" projects consisted 
mostly of the V-l "buzz bomb", the V-2 rocket, and half
hearted and failed attempts at atom bomb research, and that 
after 1942, the Peenemunde scientists developed little else 
of practical value to realize the fantasies of the Nazi 
leadership." No progress was made by the Nazis in long-
range rocket bombardment beyond the V-2 besides paper 
projects that never were practically realized; 

(3) the Germans were incompetent bunglers when it came to 
nuclear bomb physics and nowhere close to obtaining the 

4 Friedrich Georg, Star Wars 1947, p. 223. 
5 Friedrich Georg, Star Wars 1947, pp. 15-16. 
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atom bomb, much less enough weapons grade uranium 
(and plutonium?) to make one work. 

As my previous book The Reich of the Black Sun demonstrated, the 
Allied Legend as regards number (3) is in serious trouble given 
recent declassifications and research based upon them.6 Indeed, 
one may say that the Allied Legend is in need of serious revision, 
if not of being disposed of completely. 

We now turn to examine the first two components of the Allied 
Legend. However, this step may seem an odd place to begin a book 
whose principal subjects are not rockets and atom bombs, but (1) 
even more destructive and fantastic weapons and the technologies 
and science they imply, (2) their continued and possibly 
independent development, and (3) the possible implications of that 
development in the most famous political assassination in modern 
history, the cold-blooded murder of President John F. Kennedy. 
Even here, however, the actual state of affairs in German 
accomplishments in long-range rocketry are completely at variance 
with the Allied Legend. However, they also afford the best entry 
into a discussion of the physics and technologies associated with 
their most highly classified wartime secret weapons project, "The 
Bell." 

A moment's reflection demonstrates why components (1) and 
(2) of the Allied Legend should be questioned, for if the U.S.A. got 
the creme de la creme of German rocket scientists - Von Braun, 
General Walter Dornberger, Hermann Oberth, Arthur Rudolph, et 
al. - then how does one account for the very early, and consistent, 
Soviet Russian lead in space achievements during the Cold War, 
right up to the Apollo moon landings? Soviet achievements 
indicate, as nothing else does, yet another very large hole in the 
Allied Legend. 

B. The U.S.S.R. 's Early Space Achievements 

6 Farrell. Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 1 -158. 
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Sergei Korolev, the brilliant engineering genius and 
mastermind of Russia's early ICBM and space exploration 
development, like his counterpart Wernher Von Braun in the 
U.S.A., laid a firm and lasting foundation for Russian space 
achievement. His influence persists to this day, if one considers 
that Russia's (and by implication, China's) Proton boosters are still 
the largest conventional chemical rockets in service, boosters that 
rely heavily on the basic concepts Korolev pioneered. On the basis 
of his principles and accomplishments, Soviet Russia maintained 
an early lead over America, racking up the following impressive 
list of "firsts": 

(1) It was the first to launch and orbit an artificial satellite, the 
famous Sputnik; 

(2) It was the first to launch an animal - the little dog Laika -
into space; 

(3) It was the first to orbit and successfully return a man into 
space. Colonel Yuri Gagarin; 

(4) It was the first to orbit and successfully return a woman 
into space; 

(5) It was the first to land unmanned probes successfully on the 
Moon; 

(6) It was the first to conduct successfully "extra-vehicular 
activity," i.e., a space walk, by humans in orbit; and last but 
not least, 

(7) It was the first to place nuclear and thermonuclear 
warheads on an ICBM, the SS-6 and SS-7 "Sapwood." 

Then, suddenly and quite inexplicably, the Soviet Union seemed to 
have "lost its drive" when the Apollo 8 mission successfully 
orbited, and the Apollo 11 mission successfully landed, humans on 
the Moon and returned them safely to the Earth. Inexplicably, the 
Soviet Union seemed to "just give up" and, as far as we know, 
never launched its own manned Moon mission, even though it was 
well within Russian capabilities. And perhaps equally inexplicably, 
the U.S.A., sighting "budget cuts" and public disinterest, 
discontinued its own Moon program, abandoning the scheduled 
Apollo 18 through 21 missions, and breaking up its remaining 
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Saturn V boosters. The U.S.A. would not return to the Moon until 
the 1990s, with the Pentagon's unmanned "Clementine" orbiter. 
Then suddenly China orbited a human, and declared its intention to 
go to the Moon. Suddenly American interest seemed to change 
again, and the Bush Administration decided it would be a good 
idea for America to go back while on our ultimate way to Mars. 

From World War Two to the present, space represents a 
strange cast of characters and a strange plot indeed: Hitler, the 
Soviets led by Korolev and his team of German engineers, the 
Americans and their team of German engineers, the French-
dominated European space agency and their team of German 
engineers, the Japanese, the Indians, and now the Chinese. China is 
significant for it underscores the actual Soviet achievement, for 
China's space technology is but re-worked Soviet technology 
updated with the latest American.. 

/. Booster and Lift Capabilities 

All this implies that the Soviet Union developed very early on 
boosters with enormous thrust and lift capabilities, as the following 
comparative chart of American and Russian rockets from the 
1950s and 1960s illustrates: 

% 

I I i 
% 1 i 

X 1 m *» 
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American Boosters: 

Russian Boosters 

As even a simple physical comparison demonstrates, in terms of 
raw boosting power, the Russians were consistently ahead of 
America throughout the earliest years of the Cold War, right down 
to the Apollo landings themselves. 

Of course this is in part explained by the fact that the Russians 
had to develop rockets with greater thrust than America for two 
important reasons. First, they were less successful in miniaturizing 
components than the Americans, and consequently, pound for 
functional pound, their rockets tended to be heavier. But there is a 
much more important and obvious reason. Given its relatively 
more northern latitude, the Russians could not take advantage of 
the greater angular velocity of the earth as could the Americans, 
situated as they were at more southern latitudes. At the latitude of 
Cape Canaveral, the angular velocity of the earth is greater than at 
the Soviet Baikonur Kosmodrome, and hence, American rockets 
were not required to generate as much thrust to lift similar 
payloads. 
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But all this really only serves to underscore the Russian 
achievement all the more. Working under more restrictive 
conditions, they overcame them. How then was Korolev and his 
design team able to achieve such early and stunning success with 
their boosters, especially since the U.S.A. was supposed to have 
gained the "creme de la creme" of German rocket scientists and 
engineers? 
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The Same Booster was used to Launch Mankind's First Artificial 

Satellite, the Sputnik 

2. The First ICBMs 
and the Characteristic Russian "Bundle " Rocket 

A closer glance at the first Russian ICBM, the same rocket 
used to launch and orbit Sputnik, with their typical "shape" 
distinctive of Russian boosters all the way up to the massive 
Proton booster, shows how. As the close-ups of the "Sapwood" 
show, the typical Russian booster is not so much a single rocket 
but a "bundle" of rockets fastened around a central shaft which is 
itself another engine. 
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C. What '& Wrong with This Picture? 

Clearly, something is wrong with this picture. The U.S.A. did 
get the best and brightest of Nazi rocket scientists and technology, 
yet, the Russians made away with scores of "middle" echelon 
scientists and engineers. How then did Korolev hit upon the 
brilliant and simple expedient of the "bundle" rocket? 

The standard explanation is that Korolev while on a walk in the 
woods around his dacha in Moscow was inspired by the root 
systems of enormous trees. They suggested to him the distinctive 
shape and concept of the Soviet "bundle rocket" boosters.7 In the 
light of the now known state of German wartime rocketry, 
however, this cannot be anything other than an attempt to deflect 
attention away from the real origin of the concept, for as a simple 
expedient to achieve quick heavy lift capability, it is a 
characteristic more of a nation at war - and in a hurry - straining to 
achieve a swift entry to space and long-range rocket bombardment 
capabilities. It is an expedient that - like the Nazi decision to 
pursue only a uranium-fueled atom bomb - fits the practical 
requirements of Nazi Germany. 

D. The Real Origin of the Bundle Rocket: "Projekt Zossen " 

Not surprisingly, then, the real origin of the "bundle rocket" 
booster concept was in wartime Nazi Germany, where the idea was 
born - in 1942! - to "bundle together" five V-2 rocket engines, and 
fire them simultaneously, to achieve greater lift and range 
capability. The plan was called "Project Zossen," a clue, perhaps, 
that the origin of the idea came from within the OKW's super 
secret underground communications and command bunker in 

' David Percy and Mary Bennett note in Dark Moon, p. 192, that the names 
chosen for America's rockets might reflect a hidden occult agenda: " It is our 
contention that the codenames given to projects by the Americans reveal 
through word association (either intentionally or unintentionally) much about 
their function. The names of the rockets designed by (Werner Von Braun) at this 
times were the Redstone and Jupiter. Although the old arsenal in which he 
worked at Huntsville was called Redstone, it is an interesting coincidence that 
Mars is also the red plant. Jupiter, associated with war and victory, is the Roman 
name for the god that the Greeks called Zeus, who was the father of Apollo." 
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Zossen, a suburb of Berlin. In any case, the project was more than 
just a "paper project" for two designs were actually modeled and 
wind tunnel tests were performed on them, as indicated by the 
following pictures of German wind tunnel test models: 

The Bundle Rocket Design Test Model: 
The Rocket Model is in Front of a Larger Rocket inside the circle 

Close-up of the German "Bundle Rocket' 
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This expedient had the advantage over designing, testing and 
building an entirely new rocket in that the V-2's components and 
performance capabilities were known quantities, already tested, 
and in production. And clearly Korolev's boosters are but a 
streamlined second generation version of the earlier Nazi 
prototype. But was a full scale version of the rocket, or for that 
matter, any of the other intercontinental rocket designs the Nazis 
had proposed, ever tested? To answer that question, we return to 
Peenemiinde, at the end of the war, and notice yet another 
"problem." 

E. SS Obergruppenfiihrer Hans Kammlers "Evacuation " of 
Peenemiinde and the Russian Arrival 

Is there any indication that these early German ICBM "bundle 
rockets" or any other long-range strategic rockets went to actual 
construction and testing? If so, then the logical choice was 
Peenemiinde, for in spite of the heavy attention of Allied bombers, 
it was the only place presumably with facilities large enough to 
achieve the task. 

1. Strange Events at an "Empty " Site 

General Walter Dornberger made it clear that as early as 1939 
the ultimate goal of the Peenemiinde center was to create a long 
range rocket capable of striking New York City and other targets 
on the east coast of the United States. Of course, this implies a 
capability to strike all of European Russia as well.8 By July 29, 
1940. at Peenemiinde the engineer Graupe had already produced 
the first designs for a trans-Atlantic 2 stage rocket. Hermann 
Oberth began his own formal studies for the fuel and lift 
requirements for such a rocket in October of 1941, as the 
Wehrmacht continued to liquidate the Red Army in Operation 
Barbarossa. 

But more to the point is a letter from the Reich's emerging 
"plenipotentiary for secret weapons development," SS 

* Georg, Star Wars, p. 29. 
' Ibid. 
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Obergruppenfuhrer Hans Kammler, dated October 1943, and 
stating that the development of the Amerikaraket continued 
apace.10 Moreover, there exist estimates for cost, labor, and 
material for the "America Rocket" that strongly suggest that it had 
become more than a mere "paper project." As with anything else in 
Kammler's black empire of black projects, anything suggesting 
"labor" meant the slave labor of concentration camps, and to 
suggest that the project was merely a "paper project" is to diminish 
the human suffering that was involved in its very real flesh and 
blood actualization. 

Another factor must be weighed. As indicated in my previous 
book on German secret weapons, The Reich of the Black Sun, there 
is a circumstantial case that the Nazis successfully tested an atom 
bomb ca. Oct. 10th, 1944, on the island of Riigen, or possibly some 
other island, standing along the German Baltic coast in the sea 
lanes running from Konigsburg to Kiel." This would imply that 
some time earlier in the summer of that year, the SS achieved some 
sort of breakthrough in its bomb program, perhaps finally 
acquiring enough critical mass to test in a bomb. In any case, the 
alleged Riigen test was successful, and as German researcher 
Friedrich Georg observes, the call then went out for "secure 
delivery systems."1" It stands to reason then, that the Amerikaraket, 
given this alleged atomic bomb success and actual fuel air bomb 
success,13 was much more than a "paper rocket." By the time of its 
successful testing in 1944, the paper studies and wind tunnel tests 

10 Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
" Farrell, Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 70-80. 

Georg. Star Wars 1947, p. 36, my translation. This illustrates another 
facet of the German secret programs, one overlooked by most authors, namely, 
that unlike other countries, it appears that the Nazis gave the formal order for the 
development of these weapons after a test had been successfully completed. 
Thus, the order to "develop" such weapons should not be taken as an order to 
establish the research necessary to bring them to realization, but rather as the 
order to bring them to production. It is thus noteworthy that Hitler signs the 
order to "develop" the atomic bomb after the alleged test in Riigen occurs. The 
same, in fact, could be said of the V-2, for it is only after Hitler sees films of the 
rocket being successfully launched that he gives the order to develop it. 

13 See Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 191-193. 
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were already two years old! The rocket was, in other words, on the 
track to actual testing and production. 

All this leads us to General Kammler's January 31, 1945 order 
to evacuate Peenemiinde. According to the standard line, the 
explanation for this curious order is that the Red Army was 
expected to arrive at any moment. But the Red Army would not 
arrive at Peenemiinde until May 4l !14 This poses a significant 
question: Was Peenemiinde, as Friedrich Georg puts it, merely a 
"ghost town" for the three months from the evacuation order to the 
Russian arrival?1" The order is even more curious given the fact 
that, since the massive British Royal Air Force raid in 1943 that all 
but destroyed the facility, the process had already begun of moving 
as much of the V-2 production to underground sites as possible. 
True, the process was slow and still continuing when Kammler's 
1945 order came down, but nonetheless, it was already well under 
way. By early 1945 most of the V-2 production was at the massive 
underground factory of the notorious Mittelwerk at Nordhausen. 
Thus the problem: Why give an order for something already taking 
place? 

One late war incident suggests, and suggests quite strongly, 
that this was not the case, for on March 9, 1945, a British twin-
engine photo-reconnaissance Mosquito fighter-bomber was chased 
from Peenemiinde by no less than three German Messerschmitt 
262 jet fighters.16 Of course, one possible explanation for the 
British presence at the site was that they were simply trying to 
confirm what their intelligence had probably already told them, 
namely, that Peenemiinde had been evacuated. 

But while that may explain the presence of the RAF Mosquito, 
it is not a good explanation for the - by that late date - relatively 
heavy presence of the Luftwaffe in the form of no less than three 
of its rare and valuable Messerschmitt 262 jet fighters. Three jets 
just to chase an unarmed British photo-reconnaissance plane from 
a "ghost town"? Clearly this makes no sense, and implies that 
something was still taking place at Peenemiinde, something very 

M Georg, Star Wars 1947. p. 75. 
''Ibid., p. 76. 

16 Georg, Star Wars 1947. pp. 76-77. 
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secret and very important, something requiring all the protection 
the crumbling Luftwaffe could muster. 

Seen in this way Kammler's "evacuation" order of January 31, 
1945 thus appears to be a clever ploy by the security-obsessed SS 
general, designed to throw Allied and Soviet intelligence off the 
trail of whatever was still going on there. Since most of the V-l 
and V-2 teams were long gone from Peenemiinde to their new 
underground facilities, something else must have been going on 
that merited such heavy protection. 

But what was it? 
Fortunately, there do exist reports that during the period from 

March to April (and perhaps as late as May) 1945 that there were 
at least four tests of a large rocket named "Trior's Hammer" or the 
Amerikaraket. These reports moreover name both Peenemiinde and 
Ohrdruf- site of the second alleged German a-bomb test on March 
4, 194517 - as the possible sites of these tests. It is unlikely that 
Ohrdruf functioned as a test site for such a large rocket, since there 
was present there none of the necessary facilities to assemble and 
launch such a vehicle. So one is left with Peenemiinde, the most 
likely place. In any case, three of these tests were allegedly shots 
of the Amerikaraket into the Atlantic, and a fourth test was 
allegedly to see if orbit could be achieved!18 

But there is even further corroboration of mysterious goings-on 
at Peenemiinde at the war's end. 

2. The "Urals Incident" 

Oddly, while Peenemiinde was visited only lightly by the 
British RAF after its massive 1943 air raid, it was visited often, 
and heavily, by the Soviet Red Air Force right up to the war's end, 
suggesting that, if the British had fallen for Kammler's ruse, the 

17 Farrell, Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 80-88. 
18 Georg, Star Wars 1947, p. 79. Geoffrey Brooks corroborates the test 

launch of some longer-ranged version of the V-2 from the Ohrdruf region in the 
Harz: The A-9 'winged V-2' project was resurrected in 1944/45. German 
testimonies allege that at least one successful test launch was made from the 
Harz in March 1945 and in mass production this rocket could have hit London 
from central Germany." (Brook, Hitler's Terror Weapons, p. 19). 
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Soviets had not. It is an indication that they knew something that 
the Allies did not. 

Late-war German long-range rocket activity is corroborated, in 
fact, by the Russians themselves. In the Spanish language edition 
of the Soviet Russian science magazine Sputnik there is a report of 
the destruction in 1945 - during the war - of a Russian munitions 
factory in the Ural Mountains near the river Tobol. Notably, the 
article ascribed the destruction to a "terror attack" of "fascist 
perfidy" much like "the later attacks of American B-52 bombers 
against the port city of Haiphong in Vietnam."19 If the Russian 
report is accurate and not merely a typical Communist exercise in 
disinformation or blame-shifting for their own bureaucratic 
incompetence, then this most probably was a rocket attack, since 
by that late date in the war the Luftwaffe had little left by way of 
long range heavy bombers able to make the trip,20 a trip that in any 
case had little prospect of success given the Red Air Force's 
mastery of the skies over eastern Europe. Only a rocket attack 
could guarantee success for such an operation. 

Given all the foregoing, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
Nazis may actually have been successful in testing the first 
strategic ballistic missiles toward the end of the war, while falling 
just short of getting them into production. 

....or is that too, yet another dangerous myth? 
We shall answer that question in a subsequent chapter. 
For now, we address another question. If the Nazis had indeed 

tested such long-range rockets, much less successfully fired one on 
Soviet Russia, then this implies that yet another phase of the 
Amerikaraket went beyond merely being a "paper study." The 
Nazis could have tested all the long range rockets they wished, but 
they would have been utterly useless without a means to guide 
them to target. 

Thus, the existence of a credible long range and secure 
guidance system is also corroborative evidence that the 
Amerikaraket was not just a paper project. The question is. did the 

'* Ibid., p. 80. 
"" Most of the Luftwaffe's bombers capable of making the trip were being 

husbanded in Norway for an eminent operation against New York City. See 
Reich of the Black Sun. pp. 97-98. 
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Nazis have such means of guidance? The answer is yes, and they 
did not just exist on paper. 

F. Over-the-Horizon Radars and the Amerikaraket 

Successful German tests of long range rockets, much less an 
actual German rocket attack on Russian sites in the Urals, implies 
the existence of associated technologies and methods to guide such 
missiles accurately to their targets. Indeed, from the scientific and 
engineering point of view in the early 1940s, accurate guidance of 
such rockets was the principal problem that the Germans faced, not 
the actual rocket itself. A number of methods were therefore 
proposed to make the Amerikaraket accurate, some technological, 
others less so. 

Given that the Amerikaraket was intended to carry "small atom 
bombs" and "other weapons of mass destruction," and since the 
inertial guidance system of the V-2 would have been inadequate 
and inaccurate for attacking targets on the American east coast, the 
Nazis had to consider a variety of alternative modes for guidance. 
In other words, if the Amerikaraket was not a paper project, then 
one should expect the Germans to be working in each of the 
following areas: 

(1) technological and secure means of guiding a rocket to 
targets at long range; or, failing that, 

(2) alternative methods of guiding a rocket accurately to a 
target at long range; and, 

(3) technologies of miniaturizing enough rocket and/or A-
bomb (or H-bomb or fuel-air bomb) " components to 
enable a long range rocket to be able to carry such heavy 
pay loads. 

' ' Georg, Star Wars 1947, pp. 28-32, especially p. 31. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Q.v. my Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 190-193. 
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Viewed in this way, the Amerikaraket was anything but a paper 
project, since the Nazis considered any number of methods, from 
"back-pack" piloted rockets, to enable a pilot to guide the rocket to 
target visually before bailing out at the last minute, to actually 
planting a radio transponder inside the Empire State Building for a 
rocket to home in on,24 to much more sophisticated and ultimately 
much more secure technological means of guidance based on beam 
riding and radar interference. It is this last category that is of most 
interest to our purposes in this book, for it is this last area of 
development that points very clearly to Nazi interest in, and 
development of, areas of physics ultimately very different than 
those pursued by their Allied counterparts. 

/. The German Proto-Transistor And Television Minaturization 

Before examining German accomplishments in the technology 
of long-range rocket guidance, it is necessary to examine their 
success in the equally important area of miniaturization of 
components. Such a step was absolutely necessary if the Third 
Reich was ever to be successful in wedding its atom bomb - a 
notoriously heavy device in those days - to a rocket. Indeed, as I 
pointed out in Reich of the Black Sun, any and every method 
appears to have been pursued by Kammler's SS Sonderkommando, 
including techniques of boosting nuclear fission of atomic nuclei to 
lower the weight of the critical mass of a nuclear warhead.25 But 
there were other successes in miniaturization. 

It is well known that Nazi Germany, during the infamous 1936 
Berlin Olympics, successfully created the first live television 
broadcast of a sports event for a general public. The following is a 
picture of one of the large and cumbersome television cameras -
then "state of the art" - that were stationed at crucial locations 
around the Olympic stadium at Tempelhof Field in Berlin. 

"4 Friedrich Georg, Star Wars., p. 175. 
23 Reich of the Black Sun. pp. 83-85. 
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1936 German Television Camera at the Berlin Olympics 

Television sets were placed at various locations in the Olympic 
village and the environs of Greater Berlin to allow the visiting 
athletes, tourists and German citizens to watch the games as they 
occurred. Needless to say, for Dr. Josef Gobbels' Propaganda 
Ministry it was a propaganda coup of the first order, and a clear 
demonstration to the world of German technological prowess. 

During the war, however, television quickly suggested itself to 
the Germans as a means of visually guiding a short-range missile 
to target by placing a television camera in the nose of a missile. 
Transmitting a picture back to an operator on the ground or in an 
airplane, the rocket could then be unerringly guided to target. And 
by war's end, thev had successfully tested the first such "smart 
bomb."26 

Obviously, placing a television camera of the size of those used 
in the 1936 Olympic Games inside a missile was impractical, and 
so the camera had to be considerably miniaturized. 

By the war's end, the Germans had been hugely successful in 
this task, accomplishing an almost tenfold reduction in size, as this 
photo of a small television camera and receiver set, about the size 
of a large shoebox, attests: 

1 Q.v., Reich of the Black Sun. p. 184. 
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Miniature German Television Camera for Missile Guidance 

Moreover, this miniaturization implies something enormously 
important, and its importance will become more and more apparent 
as we proceed in part two of this work, for such a tremendous 
reduction in size implies some sort of breakthrough in vacuum tube 
technology, if not in semi-conductor research itself. 

The mention of semi-conductors is intentional, for they may 
have accomplished much more, as the following picture 
demonstrates: 

THefunken 

German "Proto-Transistor" from 1940 

The pictured klystron tube is the same approximate size as the last 
knuckle and fingertip of the reader's little finger! 

In short, the Germans came exceedingly close, very early in the 
war, by virtue of competent research in semi-conductors, to 
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achieving the transistor, for the Allied equivalent of this little tube 
at the end of the war is ten times as large! This little "proto-
transistor", dating from 1940 (!), was used in 1941 in small radios 
that actually entered production for the German military, radios 
that were "as small as the later transistor radios of the 1950s and 
that also functioned with batteries."27 

The mere existence of this little tube is the first glimpse of a 
very significant problematic that will preoccupy us in part three of 
this book, and that was mentioned in the last two chapters of my 
previous book on Nazi secret weapons, Reich of the Black Sun. 
The problematic may be glimpsed here as a kind of preview to part 
three, and it is best stated in conjunction with Lt. Col. Philip J. 
Corso's book. The Day After Roswell. 

2. The Problem of the Miniature German Klystron Tube: 
Roswell, The E. T Myth and the Nazi Legend Revisited 

Lt. Col. Philip J. Corso (US Army, Ret.) was perhaps 
something of a Godsend to UFO enthusiasts, for he corroborated -
at least on the surface the whole Roswell UFO-and-ET-crash and 
recovery scenario in his well-known book, The Day After Roswell. 
Corso's thesis is familiar to most people who have investigated the 
UFO literature. 

In his post as a top national security military officer, Corso 
maintains in his book that he was entrusted with some of the 
"recovered technology" from the "alien craft" that crashed at 
Roswell. His assignment was gradually to "seed" those aspects of 
"recovered ET technology" into American industry. Corso further 
maintains that among some of this "recovered and gradually 
seeded" technology were lasers, computers, fiber optics, and 
transistors.^ Of course, after the book's appearance and Corso's 
own appearance on a popular overnight radio talk show, critical 
and historical analysis was all but suspended, and there was a 
further boost to the "ET" interpretation of the Roswell incident, all 
as a result of his book. 

27 Georg, Star Wars. p. 91. 
28 Philip J. Corso, (Lt. Col, US Army, Ret), The Day After Roswell. pp. 167-

168. 
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Crucial to Corso's case was the transistor, and he spends a 
great deal of time in his book demonstrating that his thesis of its 
"ET-Roswell" origin has to be true by pointing out that the history 
of the discovery of the transistor by Bell Laboratories is obscure at 
best." The reason? Very simple. The transistor had no prior 
"discovery history" because it was "ET" in origin. 

But given what has now been demonstrated, we propose that, 
like the ambiguity in the MAJIC-12 documents themselves -
vacillating between technologies clearly exotic though terrestrial 
and an "ET" cover story - there is another possible explanation for 
the origin of the transistor, one which, as we saw in Reich of the 
Black Sun,30 it would appear that the highest authorities, including 
the military, wish to keep covered up. That other possible source 
for the transistor, one that would much more satisfactorily explain 
its obscure discovery history than the ET hypothesis, is wartime 
Nazi research and accomplishment in semiconductor research. 

Simply put, Corso's work is, in this respect at least, pure 
obfuscation and disinformation, since one can only assume that a 
man of Corso's obvious intelligence could not have been unaware 
of German wartime scientific achievements, as plausibly 
demonstrated by the above miniature tube, fully seven years before 
the Roswell incident and its recovery of "advanced ET 
technology." 

But there are other aspects of Corso's work that must also be 
called into question vis-a-vis the state of Nazi secret weapons 
research. It is well known that the Germans undertook and 
developed a wide range of infrared sites to enhance the night-
fighting ability of their tanks and infantry. What is not generally 
known is the apparently high state of development of second and 
third generation technologies these infrared sites may have 
represented, for Polish researcher Igor Witkowski uncovered a 
certain amount of evidence in a recently declassified Alsos report 
that indicates preliminary work was undertaken in liquid crystals 

29 Corso, The Day After Roswell, pp. 167-168. See also chapter seven for 
more details. 

30 Reich of the Black Sun, Chapter 16, "Roswell: The ET Myth vs. The Nazi 
Legend," pp. 274-330. 
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and something the Germans called "optical telephony."31 This is an 
extremely intriguing discovery, because fiber optics is yet another 
technology that Col. Corso maintained was recovered from "ET" at 
Roswell and "gradually seeded" into American industry. 

3. Over the Horizon Radars 

One little known aspect of German wartime research is the area 
of over-the-horizon radars. While the Nazis were pursuing a 
number of options for the guidance of their intercontinental 
Amerikaraket. including a piloted version from which the pilot 
would eject at the last moment, the most preferred method was 
"beam riding," a method that would allow the rocket to be guided 
to target by a beam. One project consisted of placing a secret radio 
transmitter inside the Empire State building for the purpose!32 

But by far the most serious and promising - and 
technologically involved - methods were the various Over-the-
Horizon Radars that the Germans were developing for the purpose, 
the sets Elefant, See-Elefant, and the mobile Freya unit. The 
Elefant set was developed by the Research Department of the 
Deutsche Reischspost, and was the world's first genuine over-the-
horizon radar based on temperature inversions in the ionosphere.33 

The See-Elefant was a further development of this equipment, and 
was built in western Denmark and consisted of a sending antenna, 
approximately 100 meters high, placed between two permanent 
receiving antennae some distance to either side. It was a broadband 
antenna system, operating in the 23-29 MHz, 24-30MHz, and 30-
38 MHz range.34 

But the most advanced of these early over-the-horizon radars 
was the Freya unit, a "revolutionary system" that was "fully 
mobile."35 The Freya unit's basic principle of operation is visible 
from this German schematic from 1945: 

31 Witkowski, The Truth About the Wunderwaffe, p. 158. 
32 Friedrich Georg, Star Wars, p. 175. 
33 Ibid, p. 95. 
34 Friedrich Georg, Star Wars, pp. 95,97. 
35 Ibid., p. 98. 
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German Schematic of Freya 's Basic Operating Principle 

The basic idea is evident from an artist's sketch dated March 30, 
1945, of the Freya unit emplaced and ready to transmit. The 
diagram labels each of these antennae the Sende und Empfangs-
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Antennae, the Sende Antenna I and Send Antenna H. Thus, the 
Freya unit represents a considerably newer and different principle 
than the Elefant or See-Elefani, with their single sending and two 
receiving antennae. The central sending and receiving antenna 
sends out a pulse, which is also sent as secondary pulses slightly 
later by the antennae to either side. This is a true phased array 
radar, able to shape and bend its signals around the curvature of the 
earth, or "over the horizon." 

Artist's Sketch of Freya 

Consequently, the Germans, in spite of some technical 
shortcomings of their radar operations during the war, were 
experimenting in areas that were quite advanced for the day: 

(a) Broadband radar systems based on 
(b) Phased array "signal shaping" for 
(c) Over-the-horizon, or "action at a distance" operation. 

As will be subsequently argued in chapter five, they were 
combining all these ideas with that of sending pulses of bursts of 

h Georg, Star Wars, p. 97. See also chapter five of the current work for the 
diagram and its importance for the type of physics the Nazis may have been 
developing. 
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energy. All of this was, of course, for the long-range guidance of 
their projected intercontinental rockets. 

In any case, the accuracy of these types of systems had been 
brought to a high state by the Germans by October of 1943. By that 
time, the accuracy was such that it was able to guide aircraft at a 
distance of 105 kilometers, during a bombing run, to release their 
bombs within 600 meters of their target, even though it was not 
visible to them.3 

However, as will be seen in a later chapter, the Germans may 
have discovered something while operating these sophisticated 
radar units that indicated they were a door beckoning to a whole 
new type of physics, one with a far greater promise than mere 
long-range rockets carrying atomic bombs. 

The real question, the one that will now preoccupy us for the 
remainder of this book, remains: why would the military-
industrial-national security complex be so concerned to deflect 
attention away from Nazi scientific achievements - an effort 
represented by Colonel Corso's The Day After Roswell - even at 
this late date, unless there is something it still wishes to hide? The 
answer is twofold. The most important part of the answer lies in 
what the Germans may have discovered with these radar sets, a 
part with which we shall have much to do when we finally turn to 
examine the exotic type of physics the Nazis may have been 
developing in part two. 

For now we will turn to a less important reason, the reason that, 
if one pulled on the thread long enough and hard enough, would 
inevitably lead one to ask questions about the "public 
consumption" history of the race to the moon, the most visible 
aspect of the survival of Nazi research projects and their "creative 
financing" in the post-war world. 

37 Ibid., p. 99. 
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Che Ctoo ££>pace programs! ^ppotljcsitsf 

"The Second World War was an air war; the Third World War will be a space 
war. " 

Reichsmarschall Hermann Goring, shortly before his suicide, from a letter of 
October 1946 to Sir Winston Churchill1 

"Control of space means control of the world.... There is something more 
important than the ultimate weapon. That is the ultimate position - the position 

of total control over Earth that lies somewhere in outer space... " 
President (then U.S. Senate Majority Leader) Lyndon Baines Johnson, Speech 

before the Senate Democratic Caucus, January 7, 1958.2 

What do celebrated Face-on-Mars expert Richard C. Hoagland, 
conspiriologist Jim Keith, Apollo program "whistleblowers" David 
Percy and Mary Bennett, an anonymous Texas lawyer, famous 
New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison, "occult" author "Jan 
Van Helsing," and even Werner Von Braun himself all have in 
common? All of them believe, in some fashion, that there have 
been, for quite some time, two space programs, one for public 
consumption, and another deeply covert one with its own agenda. 

And the idea is not confined to books or non-fiction. In the 
classic James Bond film Diamonds Are Forever, a young Sean 
Connery tracks down a plot for world domination by the sinister 
"independent villain" Ernst Stavro Blohfeld to a kidnapped 
eccentric multi-billionaire - played by country singer Jimmy Dean 
- who lives in a Las Vegas penthouse, and to his secret corporate 
headquarters somewhere in the Nevada desert. If all this sounds 
vaguely familiar, hang on. 

Once having infiltrated the secret Nevada installation, 
Connery-Bond then exchanges brief remarks with a German 
scientist - Pr. Dr. Metz is the name of the character in the film -
who is working with diamonds for use in a super-laser to be 

' Friedrich Georg, Star Wars, p. 9. 
2 Cited in Mary Bennett, David S. Percy, Dark Moon: Apollo and the 

Whistle-Blowers (Kempton, Illinois: Adventures Unlimited Press, 2001), pp. 
165,518. 
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orbited in a satellite in space as the ultimate missile-destroying 
weapon, thus rendering America's nuclear arsenal useless. While 
on this world-saving mission, Bond manages to escape the 
compound through a television sound stage, a set which depicts a 
lunar landscape, complete with suited "astronauts" going through 
the slow-motions of a well-scripted lunar landing. These film facts 
have long led those who believe that the Apollo lunar landings 
were hoaxed to maintain that Ian Fleming, creator of the famous 
British spy character and himself an intelligence agent during the 
war. was leaking "inside information." 

Apparently Ian Fleming was not the only one involved in such 
"leaks," for another famous movie. Seven Days in May, this time 
by Rod Serling, celebrated creator of the famous Twilight Zone 
television series, told the story of an attempted right-wing military-
coup against a weak and apparently "liberal" President. The coup 
was centered on a secret military base somewhere in the desert of 
the American southwest. So real was Serling's screenplay that the 
release of the movie was actually delayed after the assassination of 
President Kennedy for fears that it might raise too many questions. 
And that may not have been entirely coincidental, for President 
Kennedy had indeed given actual assistance to Serling when he 
was writing his screenplay. Did Kennedy let Serling know, in so 
many terms, about Area 51? 

And, to round out the picture, another famous movie 
contributed significantly in conspiracy circles to the view of 
"movies-as-deliberate-leaks". The movie was Capricorn One. In 
the movie, three astronauts are placed into a space capsule bound 
for Mars on mankind's first manned flight to the Red Planet. But, 
at the last minute, they are secretly taken off the rocket and flown 
to - you guessed it a secret desert base in the American 
southwest where, before television cameras and a full sound lot 
movie mock-up set of the Martian surface, the three astronauts 
then act out their carefully scripted parts of the voyage to and 
landing on Mars. To round out the picture of conspiracy, the three 
astronauts, having pangs of conscience, decide to expose the whole 
farce, and orders are given to hunt them down and ensure the 
project's secrecy. Meanwhile, a curious ground member of the 
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mission control crew, who has spotted anomalies in the data that 
do not square with a mission to Mars, is eliminated. 

A. The Two Space Program Hypothesis 

If anything emerges from these three famous "cult film" 
classics, it is a theme one encounters quite frequently in some 
"conspiracy" literature, aspects of which are as follows: 

(1) The Apollo Moon missions, or at least some aspects of 
them, were a hoax, and the Apollo missions did not happen 
in exactly the way we were told they happened; 

(2) As a corollary to this idea, there is the notion that there are 
two space programs, one for public consumption, and 
another hidden one, being controlled or coordinated by the 
military-industrial complex; 

(3) People have been murdered, or at least died under 
mysterious circumstances, who have attempted to expose 
this secret program and public hoax; and finally, if one 
adds Serling's plot into this mix, 

(4) There is some element or aspect of a coup d'etat hovering 
in the background. 

We shall call these four elements the "Two Space Programs" 
Hypothesis. And as will be seen below as the main non-fictional 
versions of it are examined, there are indeed unusually cogent 
arguments that at least some version of the hypothesis may in fact 
be true. 

/. The Torbitt Document Version 

Perhaps the most famous and yet paradoxically least known 
version of the Two Space Programs Hypothesis is that of the so-
called "Torbitt" document on the assassination of President 
Kennedy. Well-known to JFK assassination researchers since its 
first appearance in photocopied "samizdat" form in the 1970s, the 
document is hardly known at all to the general public, even 
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amongst those inclined to believe that some sort of conspiracy was 
involved in the assassination. 

Such a response, however, hardly captures the document's 
singular importance. Indeed, as well-known "conspiriologist" 
Kenn Thomas notes, it is arguably "the pivotal document of JFK 
assassination research,"3 if for no other reason than the sensational 
contents it contains, for its contents were in turn summarized from 
New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's famous (or 
infamous) investigation of the case. Its truly remarkable contents 
are even more explosive considering the fact that in almost no 
version of the JFK assassination conspiracy that make their rounds 
every few years when a new book is published on the subject, are 
the Torbitt Document's main characters ever mentioned. Indeed, 
not even Garrison dwelt too long on this particular aspect that his 
own investigators discovered, and Oliver Stone ignored this aspect 
of the story completely in his celebrated movie on the Garrison 
investigation, JFK. Nonetheless, the Committee on Assassinations 
in the 1970s took it seriously enough to entirely prohibit discussion 
or even mention of any possible Nazi connection with the 
assassination. 

But what could have been so sensational about a single 
pseudonymously authored "samizdat" manuscript privately 
circulated in assassination conspiracy circles? Kenn Thomas once 
again summarizes some of its highly unusual contents: 

It makes connections to such then-unknown governmental spy agencies 
as Defense Industrial Security Command and Division Five of the FBI; 
it suggests that a former prime minister of Hungary was the infamous 
"umbrella man" seen in the Zapruder film: it introduces to the 
assassination lore such personalities as Fred Crisman (spelled 
Chrismon" by Torbitt) as one of the railroad tramps behind the grassy 
knoll.4 

Just in case the reader does not know who these individuals are, 
nor why they should be significant, a brief word is necessary. The 

3 NASA. Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document and the JFK Assassination , 
with Introduction by Kenn Thomas and Foreword by David Hatcher 
C'hiIdress(K.empton, Illinois: Adventures Unlimited Press, 1996), p. 6. 

4 Ibid.. 
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former Prime Minister of Hungary referred to is Ferenc Nagy, a 
man who was nothing less than a puppet of the Nazis during World 
War Two. What he should be doing on the grassy knoll clearly 
signaling someone by closing his umbrella just as President 
Kennedy's limousine is driving by, no one knows. And as if that 
were not strange enough, the Crisman referred to is none other than 
Fred Chrisman, well known for his involvement in the infamous 
Maury Island UFO affair in 1947 in Seattle-Tacoma, Washington.5 

Just what this oddball cast of characters should have to do with 
the Kennedy assassination not even the Torbitt document pretends 
to know, as no explanations or possible motivations are offered. 
But one can imagine the perplexity of District Attorney Garrison 
when he learned of Chrisman's odd background prior to serving a 
subpoena on him! 

In any case, a clue to it all is perhaps afforded by the reference 
to the "Defense Industrial Security Command". What was this 
entity? Here, it is best to cite the Torbitt document itself, rather 
than Thomas' introduction: 

The killing of President Kennedy was planned and supervised by-
Division Five of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a relatively small 
department within the FBI whose usual duties are espionage and 
counter-espionage activities. 

Actually. Division Five acted dually with the Defense Intelligence 
Agency which was acting on behalf of the Joints Chiefs of Staff (sic) in 
the Pentagon. Directly under the two-pronged leadership of Division 
Five and the DIA was the Control Group, their highly secret police 
agency - the Defense Industrial Security Command. The Defense 
Industrial Security Command has always been kept secret because it 
acts, in addition to its two official control organizations, on behalf of 
NASA, the Atomic Energy Commission, U.S. Information Agency, and 
the arms, equipment, ammunition, munitions and related miscellaneous 
supply manufacturing corporations contracting with NASA, the AEC, 
US1A. and the Pentagon.... 

' The Maury Island affair is one of the more unusual UFO-debris retrieval 
cases, long regarded by most UFOIogists as a complete hoax. Chrisman claimed 
to have recovered slag-like debris from a "malfunctioning" UFO while on a boat 
in Puget Sound. The debris was later examined and allegedly placed in a cereal 
box to be flown to an Air Force base. But the debris never made it to the base, 
as the twin engine bomber flying it inexplicably crashed. 
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The Defense Industrial Security Command had its beginnings 
when J. Edgar Hoover in the early 1930's organized the police force of 
the Tennessee Valley Authority at the request of David Lilienthal. The 
police force covered the entire TVA from Knoxville, Tennessee 
through Huntsville and Florence, Alabama and into Kentucky and back 
through the eastern portion of Tennessee into southern Kentucky. This 
was one of the first federal agencies with a separate police force. This 
force grew and Lilienthal took it forward to cover the Atomic Energy 
Commission, thus tying it into the army intelligence service. 

....A Swiss corporation, Permindex. was used to head five front 
organizations responsible for furnishing personnel and supervisors to 
carry out assigned duties (in the assassination). 

The five groups under Permindex and their supervisors were: 

1. The Czarist Russian, eastern European and Middle East 
exile organization called SOLIDARISTS, (sic) headed by 
Ferenc Nagy, ex-Hungarian premier, and John DeMenil, 
Russian exile from Houston, Texas, a close friend and 
supporter of Lyndon Johnson for over thirty years. 

2. A section of the AMERICAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN 
CHURCHES headed by H.L. Hunt of Dallas, Texas. 

3. A Cuban exile group called FREE CUBA COMMITTEE 
headed by Carlos Prio Socarras, ex-Cuban president. 

4. An organization of United Slates, Caribbean, and Havana, 
Cuba gamblers called the Syndicate.... This group worked 
closely with a Mafia family headed by Joe Bonanno. 

5. The SECURITY DIVISION of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) headed by Werner Von 
Braun. head of the German Nazi rocket program from 1932 
through 1945.6 Headquarters for this group was the 
DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY COMMAND at 
Muscle Shoals Redstone Arsenal in Alabama and on East 
Broad Street in Columbus, Ohio.' 

These are sensational allegations, indeed, so much so that one 
might be tempted to dismiss the document entirely, were it not for 
the fact that it is but a summary of the more unusual aspects of the 
Garrison investigation. 

6 This is an inaccuracy, since the Nazi government was not formed until 
President Hindenburg appointed Hitler Reich Chancellor and asked him to form 
a government on January 30, 1933. 

' NASA, Nazis, and JFK: The Torhitt Document and the JFK Assassination, 
pp. 24-27. 
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However, it would be a mistake to dismiss the document out of 
hand, for careful examination of the components of the conspiracy 
- in its version of the event - reveal that with but one or two 
exceptions, it is the standard intelligence-military industrial 
complex-in-cahoots-with-the-Mafia scenario that are common 
themes among more popular versions of the conspiracy.8 

But added to this there are a number of new players: 

1. H.L. Hunt and an organization that is basically connected 
to fundamentalist-evangelical revivalist "Protestantism,*' in 
other words, big oil masking behind a missionary 
organization;9 

2. A group of Eastern European exiles of right-wing political 
complexion, "headed by Ferenc Nagy." 

Let us pause a moment to consider these new players on the scene. 
Most JFK conspiracy literature does mention Lee Harvey 

Oswald's and Marina Oswald's connection to the Russian and 
White Russian emigre community in Dallas, and in turn the 
connections of that community to big oil. Nonetheless, not much is 
made of this connection. It is as if researchers do not really know 
what to make of it. About all that one typically encounters is the 
fact that the Oswalds' landlord, Ruth Paine, was involved in this 
community, and that her husband, Michael, worked for Bell 
Aerospace, the same Bell Aerospace that employed General Walter 
Dornberger, military head of Hitler's V-2 project in conjunction 
with Werner Von Braun. But here most assassination researchers 
stop, not really noticing that the Nazi connections would multiply 
like rabbits, if one cared to look for them, for the fact of the matter 
is, the various societies, organizations, and groups of this Eastern 

8 I should make it clear that 1 do not believe the Warren Commission 
version of the assassination, and do believe that a conspiracy was involved, one 
that most likely was composed of at least the elements outlined here. 

s The American Council of Christian Churches did publish literature against 
theological liberalism as well as funded missionaries in Central and South 
America. However, it is known that some of its members used it as a front to 
train death squads and conduct assassinations in those areas. Some have alleged 
that the organization was actually established by the "intelligence community" 
for precisely this purpose, and to launder money into this country. 
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European emigre community were but the North American 
connections - the leftovers, so to speak of the vast network of 
German military intelligence that operated on and behind the 
Russian front throughout World War Two. 

This military intelligence group was called Fremde Heere Ost 
(Foreign Armies East) and was headed by General Reinhard 
Gehlen. We shall have much more to say both about this 
intelligence network and its commanding general later. For now, 
however, it is to be noted that the Torbitt document, by naming 
Ferenc Nagy as "head" of this emigre community, is perhaps 
speaking symbolically, pointing the finger to a very hidden Nazi 
presence in the assassination. We are now in a position to examine 
the last new player in the assassination that the document 
mentions: 

3. NASA security, headed by Von Braun, working inside the 
Defense Industrial Security Command (D.I.S.C.!) at 
Redstone Arsenal in Alabama. 

In other words, the third new player in the assassination is the 
space program, and the Torbitt Document further implies that it is 
an aspect of the space program that is not only relatively hidden 
from the general public, but also which is under the direct control 
of Werner Von Braun, yet another Nazi connection. 

But what of the "Permindex Corporation" in Switzerland, the 
entity allegedly coordinating all this malfeasance for the FBI and 
DIA? Who was involved with it? What were its purposes? A 
glance at its Board of Directors indicates why it attracted the 
attention of District Attorney Garrison, for among those on its 
board were, of course, Clay Shaw, the man Garrison actually 
indicted for conspiracy to murder the president. But others 
included an Italian Fascist who had married into the family of 
Hjalmar Schacht,10 Hitler's president of the Reichsbank and 
finance minister, and interestingly enough, also father-in-law to 
Hitler's favorite SS commando, Otto Skorzeny. But these men 
hardly exhaust the unusual characters. There was an uncle to 

1 NASA. Nazis, and JFK. p. 47. 
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Egyptian King Farouk," the Italian minister of agriculture under 
Mussolini's government, and yet another Hungarian ex-Nazi 
besides Ferenc Nagy, H. Simonfay.1" 

As if that were not enough, the Torbitt Document then goes on 
to provide a rather thorough list of Permindex's principal financial 
backing, a list that reads like a veritable who's who of conspiracies 
and scandals that had not yet even happened: 

The principal financiers of Permindex were a number of U.S. oil 
companies, H. L. Hunt of Dallas, Clint Murchison of Dallas, John 
DeMenil, Solidarist director of Houston, John Connally as executor of 
the Sid Richardson estate, Haliburton Oil Co., Senator Robert Kerr of 
Oklahoma, Troy Post of Dallas, Lloyd Cobb of New Orleans, Dr. 
Oechner of New Orleans. George and Herman Brown of Brown and 
Root, Houston, Attorney Roy M. Cohn, Chairman of the Board for 
Lionel Corporation, New York City, Schlemley Industries of New 
York City, Walter Dornberger, ex-Nazi general and his company. Bell 
Aerospace. Pan American World Airways and its subsidiary, 
Intercontinental Hotel Corporation... 

and last but by no means least 

...NASA contractors directed by the Defense Industrial Security 
Command.13 

In reading this bizarre list, one cannot help but think of the 
scandals-to-come, the Hunts and their attempt to corner the silver 
market and create a silver-backed currency for Texas(H. L. Hunt), 
the numerous allegations of conspiracy involved in the death of 
Karen Silkwood and her exposure of Kerr-McGee(Senator Robert 
Kerr of Oklahoma), current allegations that the real motivation for 
war with Iraq was oil (Haliburton). 

And that's not all. Even Senator Joseph McCarthy's ghost 
hovers over the list of Permindex characters in the form of his legal 
council Roy Cohn. As if that were not enough, one of the banks 

11 ibid. 
12 Ibid., p. 48. The Torbitt Document is actually citing the well-known 

Garrison-based JFK conspiracy book, The Kennedy Conspiracy, by the 
flamboyant Paris Flammonde. 

NASA, Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document, pp. 49-50, emphasis 
added. 
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through which Permindex often allegedly worked or channeled 
funds was the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro of Italy, a bank linked 
to many other shady scandals, including that of the notorious Bank 
of Credit and Commerce International, or BCCI scandal. And, at 
the end of this list, as if to highlight its importance, is NASA and 
its contractors, who, notes the Torbitt Document, "are directed by 
the Defense Industrial Security Command," which is headed by 
Werner Von Braun. 

But directed to do what? Why would Werner Von Braun 
possibly be involved in such an affair? 

The answer, perhaps, lies in the Torbitt Document's stated 
purposes of the Permindex Corporation: 

1. To fund and direct assassinations of European, Mid-East and world 
leaders considered threats to the Western World and to petroleum 
interests of the backers. 

2. To furnish couriers, agents, and management in transporting, 
depositing and re-channeling funds through Swiss banks for Las 
Vegas, Miami, Havana and international gambling syndicate. 

3. To co-ordinate the espionage activities of the Solidarists and 
Division Five of the FBI with groups in sympathy with their 
objectives and to receive and channel funds and arms from the 
financiers to the action groups. 

4. To build, acquire and operate hotels and gambling casinos in the 
Caribbean, Italy and at other tourist areas.14 

Permindex, in other words, was the "Murder Incorporated" 
referred to by subsequent American Presidents. 

But what does all this mean? What do these "purposes" 
indicate about the real nature of Permindex and its "backers"? Note 
first of all the purpose of eliminating, by assassination, any threat 
to the "petroleum interests of the backers." In other words, big oil 
once again. Note also, that any alternative technology such as 
those represented by cold fusion, or "zero point energy" devices, 
would represent precisely such a threat. So one may safely assume 
that one is to take "the protection of the oil interests" in the widest 
possible sense, as not only eliminating foreign governments or 
parties that would threaten these interests' overseas investments, 

14 NASA. Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document, pp 48-49. 
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but also the elimination of anyone presuming to a develop a 
technology not dependent on oil for energy. 

Points two and three, however, point to something even deeper, 
and that is not only a hidden intelligence connection - a group 
operating within or only in conjunction with established and 
official agencies of the U.S. Federal government - but also a 
means for the independent financing of such groups and means of 
laundering the money to do it: casinos, ideal vehicles for 
laundering vast amounts of money quickly. This would explain the 
Mafia connection and involvement: it was at a "low" level of the 
conspiracy, the level necessary only for ensuring easy access and 
flow of dirty money to finance these projects. 

All this makes a very strange context in which to view the last 
component of Permindex's backers, "NASA contractors directed 
by the Defense Industrial Security Command." What possible 
connection could NASA's DISC under the direction of Von Braun 
have to do with this? One answer, perhaps, lies in the implied 
suggestion that Permindex may have conducted assassinations to 
protect more than just the oil industry. 

The Torbitt Document later provides an indicator of just who 
might have really been pulling the strings in the "corporation" 
when it stated "Permindex in Switzerland, basically a NATO 
intelligence front using the remnants of Adolph Hitler's 
intelligence units in West Germany and also, the intelligence unit 
of the Solidarists headquarters in Munich. Germany."' Munich 
was, of course, also General Reinhard Gehlen's personal 
headquarters for his Gehlenorg,16 the network of spies and 
"Solidarists" he continued to run both behind the Iron Curtain and 
elsewhere, ostensibly for the Central Intelligence Agency and the 
West German Bundesnachrichtendienst. The Gehlenorg and its 
many connections were even implicated in the Generals' Plot, the 
assassination attempt on French President Charles DeGauIle, an 
attempt DeGaulle's Surete quickly and efficiently traced and 
eliminated.1' 

15 NASA, Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document, p. 75. 
16 Gehlen's headquarters was actually outside Munich, in the town of 

Pullach. 
17 NASA. Nazis, and JFK: the Torbitt Document, pp. 74-78. 
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But why, again, would Von Braun be involved in such a 
conspiracy? While the Torbitt Document ultimately does not 
provide much of an answer to this question, it does hint at an 
answer that, shorn of its Nazi associations, will become a standard 
theme in some conspiracy views on the assassination, most notably 
that of Oliver Stone in his famous movie on the Garrison 
investigation, JFK. The Torbitt Document raises the prospect of 
the immense profits to be made from war, namely, the war in 
Vietnam: 

The Nazi scientists are on management level also in the munitions and 
aerospace industry. Walter Dornberger. the Nazi general, left the space 
agency in the I950's to become a high official in Bell Aerospace 
Corporation and he was followed by over thirty of the Nazi scientists to 
control level in the corporations manufacturing munitions and 
aerospace material. This still left well over sixty of the scientists at 
command level in NASA.18 

Of course, in the 1950s the war in Vietnam was ending its French 
phase and only entering the American one, but in any case, the 
motive is clearly implied: there were big profits to be made in war. 

Moreover, the positioning of these Paperclip Project Nazis in 
key American defense industries may be an indicator of something 
far different taking place: the extension of influence by means of 
interlocking personnel in many management positions. This may 
easily be understood by recalling a method noted by many other 
writers on conspiracy, namely, that the method whereby power 
was concentrated in fewer and fewer hands by such financial 
dynasties as Rockefeller, Morgan, Warburg, or Rothschild, was 
simply to insist, as part of a condition of receiving a loan or grant 
from their institutions, that those institutions themselves were 
allowed to seat a representative on the loan recipient's governing 
board. This was usually done by collateralizing the loan with stock 
in the company receiving the loan. 

Here, a similar pattern is at least implied: these Nazi scientists 
may have been acting to extend their own independent network of 
power and influence throughout the American military-industrial 
complex by being seated in senior management positions in return 

,s Ibid., p. 85. 
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for their expertise. We shall present evidence later that will 
corroborate this. In any case, viewed against the backdrop of 
General Gehlen's effective preservation of his spy network and its 
grafting and penetration into post-war American intelligence, the 
picture that now emerges from the Torbitt document is chilling in 
its potentialities. 

Each of the Nazi connections alluded to in the Torbitt 
document indicate influential Nazi presence not only in America's 
space program, but moreover, strongly hint of Nazi influence in the 
awarding of contracts for the space program, Nazi influence in 
control of the security of the space program, Nazi influence in the 
intelligence organs of America and the West, Nazi influence in the 
defense and aerospace industries, and Nazi influence lurking in the 
background of Permindex, "Murder Incorporated." Indeed, Von 
Braun himself may be viewed as the best exemplar of the type of 
smiling, glad-handing "networking" that make such influence 
possible, for shortly after arriving in the United States, he made a 
point of befriending none other than J. Edgar Hoover, and the then 
Senator Lyndon Johnson.19 And who was one of the individuals 
who helped expedite Von Braun's and Dornberger's repatriation to 
the United States? None other than Clay Shaw, the man Garrison 
would ultimately indict for conspiracy to murder President 
Kennedy. The transfer of the Nazi Project Paperclip scientists 
was also aided by none other than General Gehlen.21 

All we know about the pseudonymous William Torbitt was that 
he was a prominent attorney in South Texas politics in the 1960s 
and 1970s." This makes the Torbitt Document's revelations all the 
more sensational. While some might be inclined to dismiss its 
many claims out of hand, a picture does emerge of quietly 
exercised Nazi influence behind the scenes, an influence working 
in conjunction with other interests - big oil, technology 

'9 NASA. Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document, p. 141. 
20 [bid., pp. 142-143, citing New Orleans District Attorney Files: General 

Staff Files, U.S. Army European Command, OUISE Section. 
21 NASA, Nazis, and JFK: The Torbitt Document, p. 143. 
22 Ibid., p. i, from the Introduction. "NASA, Nazis, and JFK" by David 

Hatcher Childress. 
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suppression, Mafia, gambling and money laundering, aerospace 
and defense - and working effectively at that. 

Moreover, the Torbitt Document suggests, albeit only slightly 
and only on very careful reading, that there is some hidden aspect 
to America's space program, a hidden aspect represented by the 
mysterious Defense Industrial Security Command and its head. 
Werner Von Braun. It suggests that this was one of the many 
motivations represented by the various groups that whose interests 
coalesced in the murder of the President. But beyond that, it does 
not go. And this leaves a very disturbing question hovering in the 
air: 

If there was some hidden aspect to the space program, and if its 
principals had some motivation for participating in the murder of 
the President, what was it? What did this hidden aspect of the 
space program have to gain? Or, alternatively, what about 
President Kennedy threatened it; what did it have to protect? Or 
was it some combination of both? To answer these questions 
requires an examination of some of the other versions of the Two 
Space Programs Hypothesis, even, as we shall see, the absurd ones. 

2. The False Planetary Geology, Climate, and Archaeology 
Versions: 

a. The Absurdist Versions 

One may summarize the "absurdist" versions of the Two Space 
Programs very easily: 

The Moon has an atmosphere and water, and even vegetation. 
Venus, beneath its canopy of clouds, is not the carbon dioxide 

pressure-cooker and barren desert greenhouse we've been told, but 
rather, a temperate planet of rich vegetation, a veritable paradise. 
And, if one believes Adamski - and this author most decidedly 
does not - it is home to a wonderful race of peaceful, blonde-
haired, blue-eyed, human space brothers who come in peace to 
bring earth-bound humanity a message of hope. 

And Mars really does have canals, and, thankfully, isn't 
planning an invasion of Earth anytime soon. 

But what has this to do with a hidden and public space 
program? 
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Very simple: according to the absurdist version the 
governments of the world that have space programs have hidden 
the truth about the planets of our solar system, carefully doctoring 
pictures to edit out any evidence that shows any of the above! 

b. A Scientifically and Politically Plausible Version: 
The Hoagland Model 

A much more serious model, and much more plausible one, has 
been argued in various ways over the years by Richard C 
Hoagland, best known for his association with the ongoing 
investigations of the anomalous Martian surface features in the 
Cydonia region of Mars, features he believes strongly suggest an 
artificial origin. 

While an extended presentation of Hoagland's views is not 
possible here - after all they have evolved over many years of 
continual research, requiring a scholarly study in their own right -
there are certain stable features that one may point to as 
summarizing some aspects of his version: 

1 . The Brookings Report: Immediately after its formation, 
NASA commissioned a study of the possible impact of 
human contact with an extraterrestrial civilization in its 
explorations of the solar system, or alternatively, with 
human discovery of any artifacts of such a civilization. As 
Hoagland has pointed out on more than one occasion, the 
Brookings report indicated that there might be severe 
cultural implications and repercussions of such discoveries 
or events. Thus. Hoagland argues, the government may 
have adopted the policy, based on the Brookings 
recommendations, of concealing such discoveries. 

2. In this context, one way of concealment is the alteration of 
photographic or other scientific data that indicates the 
presence of such contact or civilization artifact. Another 
method is the outright dismissal of evidence after-the-fact, 
such as NASA's post-Viking dismissal of the Face on Mars 
as nothing but a "trick of light and shadow." These and 
other tactics were subsequently employed by NASA down 
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to the present whenever anomalous findings are returned by 
space probes. 

3. A third component of Hoagland's view is that there is a 
"hidden space program", or better, group within NASA, 
exercising influence in an esoteric or occult direction over 
the scheduling, naming, and symbolism attached to 
missions. In support of this allegation, Hoagland has noted 
the high predominance of Masons in the astronaut corps, 
particularly in the formative days of NASA during the 
Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs. Additionally, 
Hoagland has also maintained that many missions are 
designed to align with significant celestial (astrological) 
correlations, as if space missions were deliberate acts in a 
vast system of ritual magic being done on a planetary scale 
via the space program itself. 

4. The final and most important component in Hoagland's 
model is that the surface features of Cydonia on Mars 
encode a lost "hyperdimensional physics," a physics 
Hoagland sees in evidence in the planetary upwellings of 
energy at the "tetrahedral latitude" of 19.5 north or south 
degrees on every celestial body in the solar system. 

While such assertions may sound fantastic, the fact that they are 
made by someone of Hoagland's stature is significant, and, as we 
shall see below, the more one digs beneath the surface of various 
versions of the Two Space Programs Hypothesis, and the more 
details one uncovers. Hoagland's version seems to pale into 
mundane normalcy by comparison. 

3. The "Alternative Three" Version 

Among the many versions of the Two Space Programs 
Hypothesis, none is more bizarre nor more famous than the 
Alternative 3 version. 

Alternative 3 was a "documentary" produced for the British 
science series Science Report, which aired on Anglia television in 
the 1970s. Originally scheduled to air on April 1, 1977, the 
broadcast was delayed and did not air until June, though in the 
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production credits April 1 is listed as the date. The "documentary'" 
was one hour long, and makes interesting viewing.23 Ostensibly the 
"documentary" begins by investigating the so-called "brain drain" 
that was affecting Great Britain during the 1970s, as many of her 
top scientists and engineers left the country for more prosperous 
and promising positions overseas, most notably in Canada and the 
United States, and to a lesser extent Australia and New Zealand. 
Moving quickly, the documentary "uncovers" the cases of three 
scientists who simply were never heard from again, despite 
attempts of their "families" to contact them. Finally, one scientist 
died in a mysterious automobile accident, allegedly after placing a 
telephone call from a remote country phone booth to a journalist 
friend of his, to whom he had sent a computer memory tape. 

On the tape, when it was finally "decoded" by the indefatigable 
investigative journalists of Anglia Television, was a video 
recording of an alleged joint Russian-American Mars landing in 
1962, complete with video recording of sub-surface life burrowing 
a furrow on the ground to the wild and thrilled cheers of the 
Russian and American ground control crews in the background! 

With missing scientists and engineers, a mysteriously dead 
scientist, and a computer tape of an alleged Mars landing, the 
journalists learn of a hidden, secret joint space program being 
conducted by the Americans and Russians, a component of which 
was to persuade the best and brightest of the world's scientists to 
participate in the gradual, and very secret, colonization of the 
Moon and Mars. The purpose of this colonization? The world's 
elite had concluded that the planet was being destroyed by 
humanity, and that overpopulation had passed the point of no 
return, and that life on Earth was doomed. Three alternatives were 
discussed to save the situation. The first was to explode nuclear 
warheads in the atmosphere, in an attempt to create a "hole" which 
would bleed off the pollution. The second was to build vast 
underground installations in which humanity could survive when 
the surface became unviable. And the third, Alternative 3, was to 
seek new planetary homes on the Moon and Mars. 

!3 The author has actually watched the "documentary" many times. 
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The secret space program was thus a modern-day Noah's Ark, 
and the most heinous crimes were being perpetrated to ensure the 
success of Alternative 3. There, more or less, is where the 
"documentary" ended. 

But the story did not end. In fact, the network was flooded with 
calls from thousands of people who professed their belief in the 
whole wild scenario, and who in some cases added their own 
stories of encounters with the "hidden masters" of the project. 

The problem was, the whole program was a complete hoax, an 
elaborate April Fools' Day joke, intended as such by the producers 
and authors of the teleplay, David Ambrose and Christopher 
Miles,*4 a fact that would have been evident from careful 
examination of the closing credits, with its very clearly stated date, 
and long list of cast which included professional actors."" The story 
would not die, however, and was soon followed by a badly-written 
book of the same title, about which more in a moment. 

To one Canadian inquiring about the truth of the 
"documentary," co-author and producer Christopher Miles stated: 

"The idea for the film and subsequently the book, was something that 
David (Ambrose) and I dreamed up over a lunch together in London, as 
I was getting rather tired of the docu-drama on television and wanted to 
prove how easy it is to lead the general public up the proverbial garden 
path! I am sorry that you were one of them and if you look at the film 
or read the book, you will realize that there are hints of its 
unauthenticity all the way down the line. 

Of course it has a sprinkling of fact in it, but the basic show is a 
complete hoax and if you think a bit more yourself, you would realize 
this was the case." 

In an interview, however. Miles commented in a somewhat more 
mysterious fashion, saying, "Let's say that all the facts in the show 
were true and all the lies untrue.""6 

The documentary's inconsistent acting is mirrored in the 
book's incongruous slurry of wildly unconnected "data" all served 

" Jim Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3 
(Kempton. Illinois: Adventures Unlimited Press, 2005), p. 11. 

" It would likewise have been evident from the less-than-convincing 
performances of some of the same! 

"ft Jim Keith, Casebook on Alternative 3, p. 14. 
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up as "corroboration" of the secret space program and its nefarious 
activities: 

The death of fifteen wild ponies in Dartmoor, England, is mentioned, 
an episode reminiscent of the cattle mutilations prevalent in the U.S. 
beginning in the mid-60s. Factual CIA MKULTRA mind control 
atrocities are also mulled over, but not in particular detail, and with no 
credible link to Alternative 3. Along the way instances of Russian-
American cooperation in space are described, and we are offered 
accounts of the plights of several amnesia victims, but none of this has 
much to do with the core of the Alternative 3 thesis.' 

At the end of it all - a book and a "documentary" - what does one 
make of Alternative 3? Jim Keith summarizes the whole episode 
this way: 

In summary, Alternative 3 is a teleplay and a book which utterly lack 
substantiation, and the book in particular is written in a style identical 
to the Weekly World News of "Two-Headed Space Alien Gives Birth to 
Elvis' Lovechild" fame. What propels Alternative 3 along in the 
maimer of a 1940s Amazing Stories extravaganza set in the vicinity of 
Fleet Street are the "secret documents," the interviews with persons 
who do not exist and, more than that, the word of the authors who, 
while repeatedly maintaining "We are only interested in facts," write a 
television show and book loaded with as many questionable 
conclusions as the latest Brad Steiger UFO masterpiece 

All the references to flights to Mars, "batch consignments" and so 
forth are found in the poorly rendered and unbelievable "secret 
transcripts" or created from thin Martian air by the authors.28 

But, as Keith himself notes, one comes away from viewing the 
"documentary" and/or reading the book with an uneasy feeling, 
notwithstanding their clear and evident nature as hoaxes, and that 
uneasy feeling is that Alternative 3 and its various themes are quite 
close to the truth, that something like the odd goings on in the 
"documentary" actually are occurring. 

In fact, Leslie Watkins, who co-authored the book version with 
the "documentary's" producers for Penguin Books, wrote a 
researcher who had contacted the Penguin editor, that the book was 

27 Ibid., p. 17. 
28 Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
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"based on fact, but uses that fact as a launchpad for a high dive 
into fiction." And a little later in his letter, Watkins recounts the 
unusual events that befell him after the book version was published 
and in circulation: "For some time after Alternative 3 was 
originally published, I have reason to suppose that my home 
telephone was being tapped and my contacts who were 
experienced in such matters were convinced that certain 
intelligence agencies considered that I probably knew too much. 
So, summing up, the book is fiction based on fact. But I now feel 
that I inadvertently got very close to a secret truth. "29 But if 
Watkins, Miles, and Ambrose had come too close to "a secret 
truth" that would call forth electronic wiretapping in response, 
what exactly in the crazy quilt-work of the Alternative 3 universe 
was it? 

The universe of Alternative 3 is clear enough: there is a secret 
space program involving both Russians and Americans in 
cooperation, being controlled by some entity that transcends their 
governments and uses them for its own ends, which is the secret 
colonization of the Moon and Mars. To this end, it persuades or 
kidnaps scientists, and "commoners" for manual labor. Those it 
cannot "persuade" or who threaten to expose the project, are 
murdered. So one has the following elements: 

1. Several missing scientists, in great numbers; 
2. Murdered scientists; 
3. Several missing "common" people; 
4. A secret space program existing inside of, or parallel to, the 

public programs in Russia and America; 
5. Colonies on the Moon and/or Mars; and finally, 
6. Some entity coordinating all the above. 

Conspiracy researcher Jim Keith investigated these aspects of the 
case, and came to a rather provocative conclusion, a conclusion so 
provocative, in fact, that he seldom states it directly, though much 
of his book, Mind Control and VFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, 

' Jim Keith, Casebook on Alternative 3, p. 22, emphasis original. 
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implies this conclusion simply by virtue of the amount of time he 
spends exploring it. 

We begin with point number 2 above: the deaths of scientists. 
Keith, like many other authors, noted the very strange fact that 
many European scientists, physicists, and engineers who were 
involved with, or otherwise might have something to contribute to 
President Ronald Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative, seemed to 
have unusually high suicide or "death-by-mysterious-
circumstances" rates. And oddly, most of these scientists were 
from Western Europe. Proportionally fewer Americans, Canadians 
or Australians were involved in the unusual deaths. 

Among those that Keith lists were: Keith Bowden, 
supercomputer expert; Roger Hill, a designer for Marconi Defense 
Systems (who allegedly killed himself by shotgun blast); Jonathan 
Walsh, digital communications expert for Marconi's parent firm, 
GEC; Karl-Heinz Beckurts, director of research for Germany's 
Siemens Company and his driver; and, notes Keith, "an SDI 
contractor allegedly linked to activities of Otto Skorzeny's Nazi 
International;" Vimal Dajibhai, an expert in computer guidance 
systems; Gerrold von Braunmuhl, a high advisor to West 
Germany's Defense Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher; Ashad 
Shariff, another Marconi employee; a Swedish professor, Svante 
Oden; an Italian electronics executive, Lando Conti; Aytar Singh-
Gida, an SDI technology expert; Richard Pugh, British Defense 
Ministry contracts worker; John Brittan, computer expert; Swedish 
arms inspector Cal Frederik Algernon...and on and on Keith's list 
goes.30 

Like the "mysterious deaths" of key witnesses and personnel 
that followed the assassination of President Kennedy, rather too 
many scientists and engineers were dying in too many suspicious 
ways for the whole episode to be entirely coincidental. Keith 
observes that: 

In July of 1986, Kurt Rebmann, Germany's Federal Prosecutor, told the 
New York Times that he believed the attacks were part of a 
"coordinated offensive" against the West and the SDI program. 

in 
Jim Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, pp. 80-

83. 
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So. who killed the Star Wars scientists? In at least two of the cases, 
those of Beckurts and von Braunmuhl. the Marxist Red Army Faction 
(RAF) claimed responsibility. In Italy a note was found at the location 
of Griogieri's murder, stating that he "was struck down exclusively for 
his responsibility exercised following the Italian adhesion to the Star 
Wars project." And attributing the murder to the Italian Red Brigades. 
Of course, notes can easily be faked, and the fact that responsibility 
was claimed in only three cases is odd if two groups performed all the 
murders.31 

One explanation, the obvious one, is that "it was apparent to the 
Kremlin that SDI, far from bring the defensive program that it was 
touted as by Ronald Reagan, had an awesome offensive 
capability."" This much is true, as we shall see in part two.33 But 
in any case, Keith's conclusion is rational: the most obvious 
perpetrators of the strange deaths were the Soviets, who hoped to 
dissuade the West from deploying SDI. 

But according to Keith, there was likewise another possibility: 
"It has also occurred to me that if there is in fact a secret flying 
disk technology on this planet, withheld for its surprise strike 
capability from some unknown quarter, then SDI might have been 
seen as a technology capable of pinpointing and shooting down 
such craft."3 That is, if there was an "independent group" 
perfecting such advanced craft, then that group, too, would view 
SDI as a threat and seek to derail it, or, conversely, seek to acquire 
and deploy its technologies while denying them to its enemies. 

It is this possibility that informs the bulk of Keith's book. 
Tracing the possibilities to a pre-war network of American and 
Nazi business contacts, he quickly comes to one locus of 
possibilities: the "surrender" of Germany's Foreign Armies East 
(Fremde Heere Ost) section of military intelligence to the OSS, a 
deal that was negotiated between General Reinhard Gehlen and 
OSS station chief in Zurich, Allen Dulles, later chief of the CIA 
and a member of the Warren Commission. But the "surrender" was 
only apparent, as many have pointed out. Keith's summary is apt: 

; | Ibid., p. 83 
Keith. Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, p. 84. 
See chapters 4-6. 

'A Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3. p. 84. 
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For reasons that will hopefully become apparent, I begin the search for 
Alternative 3 at what might appear to be an arbitrary moment in 
history: with men, most of whom died a long time ago. As we trace the 
actions and connections of these men, the conspiratorial web will 
radiate outward, and perhaps begin to take on a definite and ominous 
pattern. 

The study is taken up shortly after the collapse of the Third Reich, 
when General Reinhard Gehlen, Nazi spymaster and Knight of Malta-
to-be began negotiations with Allen Dulles and the American OSS 
(Office of Strategic Services). Using Nazi intelligence networks as a 
hole card to provide for his own survival and the survival of his huge 
spy network, Gehlen made a separate peace with Dulles, resulting in 
the clean grafting of Nazi spy apparatus to the American clandestine 
services. This was the birth of the CIA and part of a nexus of betrayal 
that continues to this day.35 

Indeed, as many others have pointed out, at the inception of the 
CIA, the agency's "Soviet desk" for all intents and purposes 
consisted almost entirely and exclusively of this Nazi spy 
network.36 Gehlen's own words recalling this bargain are clinically 
chilling: 

I remember the terms of the agreement well... 

1. A clandestine German intelligence organization was to be set up, 
using the existing potential to continue information gathering in 
the East just as we had been doing before. The basis for this was 
our common interest in a defense against communism. 

2. This German organization was to work not "for" or "under" the 
Americans, but "jointly " with the Americans. 

3. The organization would operate exclusively under German 
leadership, which would receive its directives and assignments 

35 Jim Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, p. 28. 
36 Q.v. also Christopher Simpson's Blowback. Simpson and other 

commentators have often pointed out that one effect of this "Nazification" of 
American intelligence in the immediate post-war world was the over-estimation 
of Soviet military power and intentions. Another effect was the corresponding 
American military build-up and, to a lesser extent, the Marshal Plan itself. Yet 
another effect was the covert policy of "rollback", a policy designed to make use 
of Gehlen's fifth columns in Eastern Europe - and in North America! - of 
emigre White Russians, Ukrainians, Letts, Lithanians, and so on. 
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from the Americans until a new government was established in 
Germany. 

4. The organization was to be financed by the Americans with funds 
which were not to be part of the occupation costs, and in return the 
organization would supply all its intelligence reports to the 
Americans. 

5. As soon as a sovereign German government was established, the 
government should decide whether the organization should 
continue to function or not, but that until such time the care and 
control (later referred to as "the trusteeship") of the organization 
would remain in American hands. 

6. Should the organization at any time find itself in a position where 
the American and German interests diverged, it was accepted that 
the organization would consider the interests of Germany first. 

In other words, one whole department of the American Federal 
government - indeed, one of its most sensitive departments - was 
being run by agents of the Third Reich in a classic Trojan Horse 
operation!38 With the thousands of agents in Gehlen's 
"Organization," and its extensive network of "emigre exile" groups 
and fronts, historian Carl Oglseby noted that the Gehlenorg 
"substantially pre-empted the CIA's civilian character before it 
was ever born...Thus, whatever the CIA was from the standpoint 
of law, it remained from the standpoint of practical intelligence 
collection a front for a house of Nazi spies. 

The importance of these observations cannot be pondered too 
long, for as many other researchers and commentators have noted, 
there appears to be a "rogue element" operating somewhere inside 
the U.S. Federal government and inside its intelligence 
community. Keith's observations, and similar ones made by others 
who have researched the incredible bargain struck between Allen 
Dulles and General Gehlen, give a historical background and 
foundation to these fears: There not only is a rogue element within 
the American intelligence community, but it has been there since 
the end of World War Two. And it was Nazi in its personnel, 
aims, and methods. 

Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, pp. 46-47, 
emphasis added. 

38 Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3. p. 43. 
39 Ibid., p. 47, emphasis added. 
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Moreover, as Keith also points out, the Dulles family itself had 
long business associations with Germany.40 And there was an 
ideological connection: 

With man, as with every other form of life, there is this same tendency 
for the birth rate to far exceed the death rate, with the inevitable result 
of an overcrowded population in which some must be eliminated. Who 
those eliminated are depends upon who are weakest and who are 
strongest in the competition which necessarily ensues.41 

If that sounds vaguely like an anti-Jewish rant of Hitler at a 
Nuremburg party rally, think again. The words are those of Allen 
Dulles' brother, John Foster Dulles, who would later become the 
American Secretary of State under President Dwight Eisenhower. 

In any case, Gehlen's bargain with Dulles was but one aspect 
of the creation of a vast post-war "Nazi International," an 
organization with massive amounts of money, and, as has been 
seen, its own intelligence network. 

Maintaining close ties to each other and other escaped Nazis, this 
network evolved into what has been termed the Nazi International, run 
by Otto Skorzeny and headquartered in Madrid. The Nazi International 
would be key in the establishment of worldwide arms, terrorist, and 
drug trafficking networks, although these crimes pale in comparison 
with the subversion of American intelligence, in collaboration with 
Allen Dulles, the result of which may be said to have been the creation 
of the Cold War and the continuing destruction of democracy in 
America.42 

Skorzeny most likely was a front man for other more high-ranking 
Nazis, since he was the son-in-law to former Reichsbank president 
Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht. 

But if Nazi penetration of America's post-war intelligence and 
national security apparatus was a Trojan Horse operation under the 
banner of a "united front against Communism", what of the 
dispersal of Nazi scientists and technology? Could the notorious 
Operation Paperclip - America's secret post-war program to recruit 

4(1 Jim Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative .?, p. 28. 
41 Ibid, p. 29. 
42 Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
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top Nazi scientists and engineers - have also been viewed, at least 
on the German side, as a similar operation? 

While the evidence is scanty, it is nonetheless provocative. It 
begins with America's High Commissioner in Germany in the 
immediate post-war period: John J. McCloy. When Werner Von 
Braun refused to work for the American space program without his 
former army boss, General Walter Dornberger - who had in the 
meantime been sentenced by the war crimes tribunals to be hung -
it was McCloy who stepped in and granted Dornberger a full 
pardon.43 In fact, McCloy pardoned over seventy thousand Nazis 
accused of war crimes.44 Perhaps this is not surprising, since 
McCloy was a "lawyer in the employ of I.G. Farben" after World 
War One, and had shared a box with Hitler himself during the 
1936 Berlin Olympic games.45 And last, but not least, McCloy, like 
Allen Dulles, also served on the Warren Commission. 

Once in the U.S., the Nazi scientists were, of course, watched 
closely....but not, it seems, too closely. As Keith notes, "Walter 
Jessel, an interrogator of the German rocket scientists for the army, 
claimed that there was a conspiracy between von Braun, 
Dornberger, and Dornberger's chief of staff to withhold 
information from U.S. officers."46 Given the fact that Von Braun's 
rockets successfully became the backbone of America's space 
program, up to and including the Apollo moon rockets, as well as 
became the backbone for America's intercontinental ballistic 
missiles, an important question thus occurs: what possibly could 
Von Braun and Dornberger have been withholding? 

They may have been withholding technical information, since 
this was not an isolated instance. As the following incident 
indicates, three other German scientists brought to the USA 

were found to have illegal mail drops in El Paso, Texas, where they 
received money and coded messages from foreign sources. Other 
instances of Nazi scientists receiving money from unknown sources 
were not investigated by the military, including an instance when one 
third of the German Paperclip group simultaneously bought expensive 

' Jim Keith. Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative J, p. 50. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
46 Ibid., p. 51. 
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cars that they were reportedly unable to afford on their salaries. There 
were also repeated suspicions that rockets were being sabotaged, and 
that components were missing from recovered missiles.47 

If so, then the Gehlenorg offered the perfect means to spirit any 
developed technology out of America and into "the right hands". 

Keith concludes his scenario with the following observations: 

The controlling reins of German technologies such as rockets, 
advanced aircraft, and atomics were never fully surrendered; inner 
circle control, through knowledge obtainable only in the inner circle, 
was retained by Nazis and their sympathizers. 

... .It is in this environment of extensive collaboration and 
infiltration by Nazis and fascists, a collaboration that involves a long-
term continuance of Nazi goals separated from earlier German 
territorial goals, and an overall shepherding and betrayal by 
international monied interests, government and intelligence agencies, 
that America's descent into totalitarianism, genocide and mind control 
becomes understandable, and the Alternative 3 template first becomes 
visible.48 

Keith's scenario is clear enough, and it is the same one - in broad 
outline - adopted here, namely: 

(1) That with the dispersal of Nazi technology, scientists 
and engineers into post-war Allied, Soviet, and possibly 
into covert and independent research programs more 
directly under Nazi control, and 

(2) That with the grafting of Gehlen's Fremde Heere Ost 
with its extensive espionage network inside the Iron 
Curtain into American intelligence, a powerful 
clandestine organization was created, an organization 
with international reach, ambitions, and finance behind 
it. 

Only such an organization could attempt to maintain two space 
programs, one for public consumption, and another, entirely off the 
books, to further the interests, agenda, and power of the elite that 
controlled it. Only such an organization could attempt to 

47 Ibid. 
48 Jim Keith, Mind Control and UFOs: Casebook on Alternative 3, pp. 58-

59. 
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coordinate the otherwise independent "public" space programs of 
the two superpowers. 

Seen in this light, it is easier to see why there was such a heavy 
Nazi presence in the web of relationships involved in the 
assassination of President Kennedy, for with his threat to "smash 
the CIA into a thousand pieces," he was taking deliberate aim at 
one of the power structures for this international rogue element. To 
ensure its continued survival and the survival of its projects and 
agenda, Kennedy had to go. 

4. The William Lyne Version 

Also at the bizarre end of the spectrum of the Two Space 
Programs Hypothesis is the version of New Mexico author and 
conspiriologist William Lyne, who outlines his version in three 
books. Pentagon Aliens (formerly entitled Space Aliens from the 
Pentagon), Occult Ether Physics, and Occult Science Dictatorship. 
Many dismiss his work, simply because of an abundance of very 
bizarre and oftentimes outlandish assertions, while overlooking 
some significant insights and hints that also characterize his works, 
oftentimes sandwiched between assertions that either repeat the 
standard "Nazi Legend" of the UFO or of "Hitler Survival" while 
liberally adding new elements. 

For example, Lyne asserts - without any substantiation - that 
Adolf and Eva Hitler not only survived the war, but were flown out 
of Germany in a flying saucer piloted by the famous German pilot 
Hanna Reitsch and German Luftwaffe ace Hans Ulrich Rudel! 9 As 
if that were not enough, he adds that they lived happily ever after 
in Kassel, Germany, protected by a secret NATO agreement,50 and 
that on the invitation of President Lyndon Johnson, visited the San 
Antonio World's Fair in Texas,51 where later, apparently, Adolf 
exercising as ever his attraction to art, and lovely wife Eva visited 
a west Texas art show where Lyne happened to be sitting sketching 
pictures! And Lyne leaves no detail to chance, for he even 

William Lyne. Pentagon Aliens (Lamy. New Mexico: Creatopia 
Productions, 1999), p. 49. 

" ib id 
Sl Ibid. 
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describes the visit by burly security personnel, combing through 
the art show booths, prior to the arrival of the Fiihrer! If one can 
imagine an elderly and sweltering Hitler hobbling along in his 
ever-present double-breasted suit(sans swastika, of course) and 
porkpie hat with wife Eva dutifully in tow and perhaps filming the 
whole visit for her famous home movies, one has an appreciation 
for why many dismiss out of hand the entirety of Lyne's other 
assertions and claims. 

For example, Lyne also asserts that 

During the war, German scientists bypassed development of the "atom 
bomb", and built and tested the neutron bomb. German field Marshall 
(sic) Erwin Rommel and the Afrika Korps were originally sent to North 
Africa to test the neutron bomb, as well as Tesla's "death ray" (which 
freezes whole armies); this technology was acquired by American 
corporations, held chiefly by David Rockefeller, and was later sold in 
part back to the U.S. government and tested in the '60s, and the same 
technology was again sold to the U.S. government in the '70s and '80s 
as "Star Wars"("SDI" or "Strategic Defense Initiative Technology."5' 

While the assertion sounds wild and fantastic, and indeed, your 
author does not believe any neutron bomb was ever tested by the 
Nazis in Africa or elsewhere, in fairness to Lyne it should be 
recalled that the alleged Ohrdruf test of a nuclear device that took 
place on March 4, 1945,5" was of a device with a small critical 
mass, an event that - if it indeed happened - could only have 
occurred via the process of "boosted fission," whereby a neutron-
emitting source is added to the critical mass assembly, allowing 
more neutrons into the initial chain reaction and accordingly a 
lower critical mass. This is one step away, in a certain sense, from 
the neutron bomb. Likewise it should be pointed out that when 
Lyne's assertion was first made in July 1993 in the first printing of 
Pentagon Aliens (under its former title Space Aliens from the 
Pentagon) the allegations of the Ohrduf test and other German 
nuclear tests during the war were just beginning to surface, making 
it unlikely that Lyne based his assertion on these German sources. 

,2 Ibid., pp. 48-49, emphasis added. 
53 See my Reich of the Black Sun, pp. 80-88. 
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Lyne's assertions do not end there, however. He adds even 
more anecdotal detail to the mix: 

(When) prisoners from Rommel's Afrika Korps were brought to 
Roswell, New Mexico (!) they carried some rather strange post cards 
apparently printed by Rommel's field lithographers, showing New 
York City being destroyed by a mushroom cloud. The camp 
commandant, Dave Dunn, who later became an engineer with Union 
Oil Company of California in their Midland, Texas Office, and who 
prepared the U.S.G.S. for President John F. Kennedy in 1962, thought 
these were humorous, and showed me one he had saved as a souvenir. 
The fact was, however, that Rommel's main mission in the Libyan 
desert, was testing the neutron bomb. The post cards carried by his 
troops were a 'morale builder', which superimposed the 
photolithograph of the mushroom cloud of the bomb they had actually 
tested and photographed, over a photolithograph of New York City, in 
a composite. The claims by Manhattan Project members, that they built 
the first ATOM bomb - from German plans - was true. Einstein had 
brought the stolen plans to us with the firm belief that we would use the 
A-bomb on Germany. Since the Allies had already succeeded in 
obtaining the German plans for he A-bomb, Werner Heisenberg merely 
sidestepped the A-bomb, and built the N-bomb. The question to me 
was not "if, but "how" (did the Germans make their neutron bomb)?M 

This passage is classic Lyne, interlarding details and insinuations 
that, in the light of the research of German authors Meyer, Mehner, 
and others, make sense, along with details and insinuations that 
make no sense. For example, Lyne claims that David Dunn found 
the postcard of New York City being a-bombed (or n-bombed), 
"humorous." One has difficulty imagining how any rational 
human, much less an American, could find such a postcard 
humorous. This detail casts a pall of dubiousness once again over 
the whole passage, as does the assertion that any a-bomb plans 
existed at the time Einstein emigrated from Germany to the USA, 
much less that Einstein actually managed to steal them from the 
security- and Jew-obsessed Nazis. Yet, in these bizarre assertions, 
Lyne is also clearly insinuating a connection between Nazi science, 
its actual accomplishments, and the Manhattan Project, and all that 
again in a book published prior to that of Meyer, Mehner, or 
Friedrich Georg in Germany, or Carter Hydrick in the USA, works 

34 William Lyne, Pentagon Aliens, p. 99. 
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which are heavily referenced and researched, and by no means the 
merely "anecdotal" character of Lyne's Pentagon Aliens. 

To round out the picture even more, Lyne also points out the 
mysterious substance "red mercury", or mercury antimony oxide, 
which, like Lyne's work itself, is a substance with its own 
ambiguous and dubious legend: 

Dr. Sam Cohen, inventor of the American neutron bomb, traces the 
production and sale of a mysterious substance called "red mercury" to 
Russia. Red mercury is mercury antimony oxide, specially prepared by 
irradiation and pressured into a gel to increase its density to create the 
necessary precondition for a neutron explosion. A small quantity of it 
can then be used as a nuclear trigger/igniter to detonate a small amount 
of heavy hydrogen producing the deadly neutrons for a 'clean bomb.'" 
In February, 1992. Russian president Boris Yeltsin signed Directive No 
75-RPS, authorizing Preomekologia, a Russian company headed by 
Yeltsin's ecological advisor, to "manufacture, purchase, store, 
transport, deliver, and sell for rubles and foreign currency" 'red 
mercury' in amounts up to ten tons per year. The order was rescinded a 
year later because of criticism within Russia of export of such a 
"valuable raw material". In a spring. 2004 documentary on Britain's 
Channel Four ("British PBS"), a Russian nuclear chemist confirmed he 
had worked with red mercury since 1965, that it is currently produced 
in a factory in the central Russian town of Ekaterinburg, and that fusion 
weapons have been made in Russia from it. Cohen believes red 
mercury represents one of the greatest threats for potential terrorists to 
produce 'baseball bombs' from it....If the Germans indeed tested a 
neutron bomb in North Africa, I would bet that is was produced with 
red mercury, since the Russians employed German metallurgists and 
nuclear chemists in their nuclear program, and it was they who 
produced Germany's WWII supply of plutonium purer that any ever 
produced....56 

"5 It should be pointed out that part of the legend of "red mercury" is that it 
can be used as a detonator for a fully-fledged thermonuclear fusion, or 
hydrogen, bomb, replacing the need for an atomic bomb as a detonator to create 
the necessary heat to get heavy hydrogen (deuterium and tritium) atoms to fuse. 
The Russians allegedly developed it as a means of detonating hydrogen bombs 
without the need for an a-bomb, thus creating a "clean" hydrogen bomb, still 
capable of taking out large cities in an enormous explosion, but leaving a much 
smaller radiation fallout signature. 

56 Lyne, Pentagon Aliens, pp. 99-100. 
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Again, one encounters Lyne's typical mixture of the seemingly 
outlandish and bizarre with actual fact, for indeed, Dr. Sam Cohen, 
the inventor of the neutron bomb, did express such fears and 
reservations concerning red mercury, while other scientists loudly 
dismissed the substance and its reputed ability to initiate 
thermonuclear fusion as a complete hoax. And the substance does 
resemble a mysterious substance also used in The Bell.57 

As was seen, Lyne ends his "red mercury" foray with another 
fantastic claim, that during World War Two the Germans managed 
to manufacture plutonium of great purity, an assertion that calls 
into question the Allied Legend in a very direct way, since to 
manufacture plutonium of any purity one must first possess a 
functioning nuclear reactor, which the Germans were not supposed 
to have achieved during the war. 

But again, one cannot be too hasty in dismissing his assertion. 
for as was detailed in my previous book Reich of the Black Sun, the 
alleged Nazi test of an a-bomb in 1945 at Ohrdruf was of a high 
yield device of a critical mass of no more than 100 grams, a fact 
which, if true, is only possible with very pure plutonium and 
boosted fission. That is to say, Lyne once again has made a claim 
that, oddly, has been paralleled by similar and subsequent 
allegations originating from post-reunification Germany, and the 
much more substantial research of German researchers who, in 
addition to citing anecdotal stories from elderly witnesses or 
relatives of witnesses, also seek to corroborate their stories by 
documentation or other means. 

Lyne's tail of a neutron bomb test thus also begins to pry open 
the door to his version of the Two Space Program Hypothesis, for 
it clearly indicates that one primary element is what the Nazis 
actually accomplished versus what we have been told that they 
accomplished. Yet another primary aspect of Lyne's version of the 
Hypothesis also emerges from this strange account, and that is the 
secret development of a science and technology otherwise 
suppressed. And this brings us, at last, to Lyne's version of the 
Hypothesis itself. There are three aspects to his version: (1) Public 
Consumption Relativistic Physics Versus Occulted Aether Physics, 

5' See chapter four of the present book, as well as Reich of the Black Sun, p, 
335. 
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(2) The National Security Act and Scientific Suppression, and (3) 
The Role of Nazis in the above. 

a. Public Consumption Versus Occulted Aether Physics 

Lyne outlines his case for an occulted physics and technology 
in a series of clearly stated and provocative questions, and then an 
equally clear and provocative answer: 

Is it possible that an entire area of physics has been declared virtually 
"occult" and "off-limits" to the public or to private individuals, by a 
powerful group, so that all science education or data generally available 
to the public has been "screened" to eliminate references to it? Is it 
possible that the actual science involved in "electro-propulsion", has 
been replaced with a "bogus science", which has been promoted and 
promulgated to the extent that no one except the 'esoteric elite' knows 
the truth? And if so, has the "occult" science become the exclusive 
province of a very few specially selected corporate/government 
"priests"'.' 

The high priests of this occult knowledge are the elite owners 
of the coercive monopolist corporate banking, industrial, mineral and 
related interests, who in tum allow the initiation of certain scientists, 
military and government officials into their secret teaching only insofar 
as it is necessary, to execute and maintain a conspiracy of giant 
proportions, so that the technology can be classified as a "state secret" 
which can be controlled and enforced by means of unconstitutional 
"national security laws", military and civilian legal authority, and 
police. These measures are intended to protect the archaic technology 
and resources controlled by the elite, from the competition of a truly 
free market society.8 

Note the insinuation that the national security apparatus of any 
nation is involved in this conspiracy. We shall return to this aspect 
of Lyne's version of the Hypothesis in a moment. 

For Lyne, the suppression of "occulted aether physics" requires 
a program consisting of two central elements: (1) the suppression 
of exotic physics that at one time or another entered the public 
record, regardless of how obscure the record or how limited the 

William Lyne, Occult Ether Phsyics: Tesla's Hidden Space Propulsion 
System and the Conspiracy to Conceal /f(Lamy, New Mexico: Creatopia 
Productions, 2003). pp. 1-2. 
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public may have been. As will be seen in a moment, this includes 
various tactics to make it difficult to reconstruct the suppressed 
physics. (2) The second element is the creation of an alternative 
version of physics for "public consumption" or as Lyne puts it -
also clearly delineating where he thinks the blame lies for the dead 
end of physics in the 20the century - giving the public "relativistic 
bromides" packed with exotic phrases like "the 'fabric' of'space-
time'" and "frame-dragging," all of which, he says, suggest the 
idea of what "they" wish to suppress, namely "the existence of an 
ether (sic, et passim),59" even though that aether is an erroneously-
conceived "relativistic" aether.60 The reason is deceptively simple: 
"'Ether Physics', by its very nature and name, is subatomic 
physics."6 Relativistic physics, on the other hand, is the physics of 
the very large. And as numerous physics texts and popularizations 
have reiterated countless times, the quest of physics since relativity 
and the advent of quantum mechanics has been to somehow 
squeeze the two theories together. So much for the second element; 
it is clear that Lyne believes Einstein's relativity theories to be a 
crucial component of the creation of a "public consumption 
physics," a physics guaranteed to dead-end. 

But what of the first element? How does one suppress things 
that are already part of the public record, even if that record is for a 
relatively small public, such as the professional community of 
scientists or scientific historians? 

Lyne's answer to this question is hidden in his - for once -
well-documented though brief history of the aether, and it is worth 
citing his remarks at length: 

After some difficulty. I accessed a copy of the classic, A History of the 
Theories of the Aether and Electricity, by Sir Edmund Whittaker (1951 
revised and enlarged second edition. Vols. 1 and II). The 1910 first 
edition of this book was probably the most comprehensive book ever 
published on ether theory as it existed in 1910. but the 1951 revision 
merely clarified "acceptable" ether physics. The first edition was 
printed in Scotland, under the title A History of the Theories of the 

' Over the next few pages the spelling of "aether" varies. I prefer "aether" 
but I have preserved the source's preference for "ether" in the spelling. 

60 Ibid., p. 3. 
61 Ibid., p. 10. 
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Ether and Electricity, from the age of Descartes to the dose of the 
nineteenth century: The second edition incorporated "new material" 
related to quantum mechanics. Classical theory was in Vol. 1. while 
Vols. II and II gave the origins of relativity and quantum theory up to 
1926. Neither the 1910 first edition nor the 1951 revision mentioned 
Tesla, but the chronological sequence appeared to be "skewered" in 
the revised edition, with little or no attempt to point out what the 
scientists were actually aiming at.... 

That is, two effective tactics in suppression of the public record are 
simply to scramble the chronological sequence of, and delete the 
practical motivations behind, the theory in question. 

A third tactic is evident in a later remark: 

Though it was said by Whittaker that the Hall Effect, like the magnetic 
rotation of light, occurs only in ponderable bodies and not in the "free 
ether", this statement was patently false, since the effect actually 
depends on the conductivity of a medium. This was a definite lie on 
Whittaker's part, probably "required" under the 1951 revision. The 
fact that the effect occurs in "ponderable bodies" and "conductive 
media" however, is all-important for electropropulsion, since it shows 
the reaction between such bodies and media and the underlying "etheric 
framework" which is accessed in the process.63 

In other words, when all else fails, simply lie, or leave out part of 
the truth. Note also that Lyne is clearly implying that Whittaker 
was "required" to do so, i.e., that some pressure was exerted on 
him. This fact will become much more significant, since one of 
Whittaker's early 1903 papers was one of the founding papers of 
"scalar" physics, a non-linear form of aether physics, as we shall 
see in a subsequent chapter. Whittaker and the two editions of his 
classic history of the aether is thus a pivotal though (to the general 
public) still largely unknown figure in the story. 

At any rate, Lyne concludes that "Whittaker's 1951 edition 
intentionally skewered important facts concerning 
electropulsion....By reorganizing Whittaker's material into more 

William Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 29, emphasis added. 
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proper order, I discovered much 'new' ('old') documentation, that 
19' century scientists were in pursuit of electropropulsioit.' 

(I) Lyne s History of Aether Physics 

In order to appreciate Lyne's version of the Two Space 
Programs Hypothesis fully, it is necessary to see its centerpiece -
the work of Nikola Tesla and its alleged continuation under the 
Nazis - within the wider context of the reconstruction of "aether 
physics" that Lyne undertakes. Accordingly, this section will 
perhaps seem somewhat long and perhaps a bit technical. 
Nevertheless, it is essential to Lyne's argumentation that Tesla was 
an aether physicist par excellence.65 As Lyne puts it, "It was my 
intent to examine known theory leading up to Tesla, to see what he 
contributed to their discoveries, and to determine what happened 
since that time to obscure, misinterpret and ultimately conceal 
it."66 

Central to this reconstruction is the work of 19th century 
physicist J.J. Thomson, discoverer of the electron. 

Thomson had theorized, based on Maxwell's earlier theory that a 
charged spherical conductor moving in a straight line must produce 
displacement current in the medium (Phil. Mag. Xi (1881), p. 229). In 
1893, twelve years later, he claimed to have discovered 
"'electromagnetic momentum", saying "... in an electromagnetic Held 
there is stored in every unit volume an amount of mechanical 
momentum, proportional to the vector product of the electric and 
magnetic vectors." (J.J. Thomson. Recent Researches in Electricity and 
Magnetism [ 1893], p. 13.) Thomson also was said to have developed 
the theory of moving tubes of forces - which harked back to Faraday's 
earlier work - saying in 1891 that molecular structure is closely 
connected with tubes of electrostatic forces, with magnetism regarded 
as a secondary force. He stated that "...the aether itself is the vehicle of 

64 Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 30, emphasis added. "Electropulsion" is 
Lyne's aptly coined term for propulsion methods relying on electrical charge 
differentials. 

6" This much is certainly true, as any examination of Tesla's writings will 
demonstrate. What is unique in Lyne's interpretation is the driving and unifying 
motivation that he claims to detect in Tesla's work. As we shall see, Lyne argues 
his case well. 

** Lyne. op. cit., p. 30. 
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mechanical momentum, of amount (1/4 it C) [D-B] per unit volume." 
(Phil. Mag.\\\\ [1981], p. 149; Recent Researches in Electricity and 
Magnetism [1893], chap. 1)/' 

Note that the basic motivation for the experiment, and the basic 
discovery or theory, is that of electro-propulsion or momentum. 
And this, claims Lyne, is the single unifying factor of much 19th 

and early 20th century experimentation.68 

But chronologically and empirically, this makes no sense, as 
Lyne points out, and with this next observation, the central figure 
of his version of the Two Space Programs Hypothesis arrives on 
the scene: Nicola Tesla: 

J.J. Thomson's theory, which linked electromagnetism with momentum 
in a mathematical and unified way. on paper, somewhat repeated 
Tesla's earlier lecture of 1891, proven by his earlier experiments, but 
Tesla's theory was different from Thomson's whose theory was 
incorrect. Thomson's electromagnetic momentum could be created 
instantaneously only with Tesla's contrivances, which existed before 
Thomson's "discovery", only in Tesla's laboratory, so there is no way 
that Thomson could have reduced "his" theory to practice or 
experimentally verified it.69 

Equally important to Lyne's argument that electrical momentum 
and propulsion was a central unifying motivation to the scientific 
pursuits of the 19th century, was the work of another Thomson, this 
time William Thomson (Lord Kelvin).70 

6' Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 31. 
See Lyne. Occult Ether Physics, pp. 48-66. See especially the important 

remark Lyne makes on p. 58. in the context of the discussion of Tom Bearden's 
views on "scalar" or "quantum potential" physics in chapter five. Lyne states 
'There was already a sort of battle brewing between the proponents of classical 

electrodynamics, and the proponents led by Maxwell of an electromagnetic 
theory of light. To the former, conductivity occurred in metal wires, etc.. while 
with Maxwell, it occurred in the surrounding dielectrics and ether-filled space, 
with the conductors serving only to 'guide' the action. " (Emphasis added). This 
is to say that electrical circuits are not closed systems but open systems, and act 
as local "structurers" and transducers of the medium and its energy, a view well 
in keeping with Bearden's insights. 

Ibid.., pp. 31-32, bold emphasis Lyne's, italicized emphasis added. 
70 For the sake of clarity, 1 will refer to William Thomson as Lord Kelvin, 

so as not to confuse him in the reader's mind with J.J. Thomson. 
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Lord Kelvin asserted in 1856 in the prestigious Proceedings of 
the Royal Society that magnetism possessed rotational 
characteristics that were bound up with the heat and thermal 
motions of a body. Kelvin's work is significant precisely because 
Tesla "made many references.. .to his work as a prelude to his own 
discoveries and applications."'" By 1870, Kelvin had performed 
some experiments that, as Lyne summarizes them, "seemed to 
indicate that 'gravitation action' could be induced by spheroidal 
bodies oscillated by electrical currents or mechanical pulses." 

Then came a more provocative discovery. 

(Kelvin) found that ponderomotive forces act between two solid bodies 
immersed in an incompressible fluid, when one of the bodies is 
immobilized and made to oscillate with a force which acts along a line 
between its center and that of a much larger sphere which is free. The 
free sphere was attracted to the small (immobilized) sphere, if its 
density was greater than the fluid, while a sphere of less density than 
the fluid was repelled or attracted, according to the ratio of its distance 
to the vibrator in relation to a certain quantity.' 

Lord Kelvin's experiments were expanded upon by C.A. Bjerknes 
between the years 1877 and 1910. 

Bjerknes showed that when two spheres immersed in an incompressible 
fluid were pulsated, they exerted a mutual attraction which obeyed 
Newton's inverse square law if the pulsations were in phase, while if 
the phases differed by a half wave, the spheres repelled. At one quarter 
wave difference, there was no action. Where pulses were non-
instantaneous at distances greater than a quarter wavelength, attractions 
and repulsions were reversed.75 

71 Proceedings of the Royal Society, viii [ 1856], p. 150, cited in Lyne, 
Occult Ether Physics, p. 54. 

" Lyne. op. cit.. p. 54. 
73 Ibid., citing F. Guthrie. Phil. Mag. xli [1871], p. 405. 
74 Ibid., citing Phil Mag xli [1871], p. 405. letter of Lord Kelvin to F. 

Guthrie, p. 427. Lyne also makes the trenchant observation that Lord Kelvin's 
experiments were "analogical ones," being designed to "use mechanical and 
electrical wave methods to construct a model to probe the gravitational, inertial 
and momentive reactions of solid bodies in the ether." (pp. 54-55). 

75 Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 55. citing Repertorium d. Mathematik I 
[Leipzig, 1877], p. 268 and Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical 
Society, iii [1879], p. 276; iv [1880], p. 29. 
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Note again that the motivation of the experiment is the 
investigation of the inertial and gravitational properties of the 
aether via an analogical experiment of spheres in an 
incompressible fluid. Likewise note an even more important fact, 
one whose importance, again, will become apparent in the chapter 
examining "scalar physics,"76 the behavior of the spheres is due to 
the fact of longitudinal waves in the medium, in this case, the 
incompressible fluid. 

(2) Lyne's Version ofTesla Physics 

It is in this wider context that we now come to the centerpiece 
of Lyne's reconstruction of physics and his version of the Two 
Space Programs Hypothesis: the work of Nicola Tesla, and what 
Lyne believes was its hidden and ultimate motivation all along. As 
Lyne points out, the articles he cites in Occult Ether Physics were 
available to Tesla "during his student days at the Polytechnic 
Institute in Graz, Austria." Moreover, Tesla's admiration for and 
use of Lord Kelvin's work in his own experiments is well known. 

Nikola Tesla is almost the raison d'etre of suppressed physics. 
No other single scientist or engineer has contributed so much to 
modern society and culture and yet, no other scientist or engineer 
has been subject to such a "long and thorough eradication of (his) 
name from encyclopedias and books on science, invention and 
technology" to the extent ofTesla. y So thorough has this been that 
he is almost "the 'invisible man' of science history."80 

The conspicuous vacuum created where the mention of Tesla should 
have been, as one who made such important contributions to science. 

76 I.e., chapters five and six. 
7 The selection of such fluids for these experiments is due to the fact that 

many physicists of that era viewed the aether itself as an ultra-fine version of 
such incompressible fluids. 

78 Lyne, op. cit., p. 55. 
William Lyne, Occult Science Dictatorship: The Official State Science 

Religion and How to Get Excommunicated (Lamy, New Mexico: Creatopia 
Productions, 2001), p. 24. 

,u Ibid. 
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technology, and the quality of our lives, raises ominous questions as to 
why his memory became virtually stricken from history almost the day 
after his death. What did Tesla discover which threatened the powers 
that be? Since we already know about the many patented inventions, 
my assumption has always been that the unknown, still classified works 
were far in advance of the published ones, and were in realization of 
projects which Tesla had previously announced or had already tested 
and developed, but had not yet "...given to the world."1" 

These inventions and ideas, "the very existence of which is 
categorically denied by establishment and corporate scientists,"82 

were, according to Lyne. centered on five things: 

1. exotic flying machines based on electrodynamic propulsion 
methods; 

2. discoveries implying that that energy could be extracted 
from the medium, or environment; 

3. transmutation of the chemical elements; 
4. an "alternative 'ether' physics and science"; 
5. Tesla's "Dynamic Theory of Gravity."8j 

Lyne believes that the first of these elements was the real unifying 
motivation to much of Tesla's lifelong research, particularly in his 
later years, and the other four elements were made in aid of the 
first. 

Citing an article in the September 22, 1940 edition of the New 
York Times by William L. Laurence. Lyne notes that Tesla claimed 
to have discovered a new force which he called the "teleforce." 
Expanding on his famous Colorado Springs experiments. Tesla 
explored this force in discoveries and experiments between 1900 
and 1940. claiming to have found a new way to create waves in the 
atmosphere, a "'new' way to create a 'very great electrical force,'" 
as well as a new way to magnify that force, and a new means of 
electrical propulsion.8 Indeed, Tesla had maintained this vision of 
an electrical flying machine since the 1870s, when it first occurred 

" ibid. 
s : Ibid., p. 25. 
s? Ibid. 
84 Lyne, Occult Ether Phvsics, p. 27. 
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to him as a student. Lyne observes that it was to realize this 
machine that was the reason Tesla '"said he originally entered the 

O f 

field of electrical science in 1875 in the first place." " In other 
words, Lyne believes that the creation of an electrical flying 
machine is the unifying theme and ultimate motivation of all of 
Tesla's life's work. 

In a lecture in 1938, Tesla stated that the central theory of all 
the above five elements - his "dynamic theory of gravity" - had 
been worked out by 1893. 6 In that lecture, Tesla referred to two 
significant discoveries that he planned to "give to the world" when 
he had completed "his secret developments."87 Those two 
discoveries, according to Lyne, were the Dynamic Theory of 
Gravity and idea of "environmental energy," i.e., the idea that 
"there is no energy in matter other than that received from the 
environment." 

Lest Tesla's assertions be thought to be merely quirky 
restatements of relativity, it must be remembered that 

Tesla considered his theory wholly inconsistent with the theory of 
relativity, and with the modern theory concerning the structure of the 
atom and the mutual interconversion of matter and energy. Tesla 
continuously attacked the validity of Einstein's work; and until two or 
three years before his death he ridiculed the belief that energy could be 
obtained from matter.89 

In a certain sense this is due to Tesla's habit of thinking in terms of 
nineteenth century aether physics, but in another, it is due to the 
nature of the discoveries he was making since his Colorado 
Springs experiments, discoveries that took him into the most 
avante garde areas. 

While clearly derived from his Colorado Springs experiments, 
Tesla's Dynamic Theory of Gravity did not get any public airing 

85 Ibid., p. 4. 
*"' Ibid., p. 61. 1893 is significant because that was the year Tesla began his 

experiments in Colorado Springs that led to his discovery of electrical standing 
waves and wireless broadcast of power. 

87 Ibid., p. 67. 
st< Ibid. 
89 John J. O'Neill, Prodigal Genius: The Life of Nikola Tesla (Las Vegas: 

Bortherhood of Life, Inc., 1994), p. 249. 
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until that 1938 lecture, given to the Institute of Immigrant Welfare 
on May 12, 1938. This, in Tesla's own words, is all that is publicly 
known of that theory: 

During the succeeding two years (1893 and 1894) of intense 
concentration I was fortunate enough to make two far reaching 
discoveries. The first was a dynamic theory of gravity, which I have 
worked out in all details and hope to give to the world very soon. It 
explains the causes of this force and the motions of heavenly bodies 
under its influence so satisfactorily that it will put an end to idle 
speculation and false conceptions, as that of curved space.... 

Only the existence of a field of force can account for the motions of 
the bodies as observed, and its assumption dispenses with space 
curvature. All literature on this subject is futile and destined to 
oblivion. So are all attempts to explain the workings of the universe 
without recognizing the existence of the ether and the indispensable 
function it plays in the phenomena. 

My second discovery was of a physical truth of the greatest 
importance. As I have searched the entire scientific records in more 
than a half dozen languages for a long time without finding the least 
anticipation, I consider myself the original discoverer of this truth, 
which can be expressed by the statement: There is no energy in matter 
other than that received from the environment. 

.... It applies rigorously to molecules and atoms as well as to the 
largest heavenly bodies, and to all matter in the universe in any phase 
of its existence from its very formation to its ultimate disintegration.'"' 

The idea of "environmental energy" may seem obscure, but the 
radical nature of Tesla's assertion may be appreciated if one 
considers his lifetime's preoccupation: electricity. What Tesla is in 
effect saying through his (always) carefully chosen language is that 
in any electrical circuit or conductor, it is not so much the power 
"source" that produces the power, but rather that such a source, 
along with the parameters of the circuit itself, is an open system 
transducing power from the medium. This is a revolutionary 
statement to make, especially in 1938. 

But there is a hint of Tesla's advanced views on the aether and 
what his "dynamic theory" of gravity may have entailed, if his 
1938 statements are viewed in the wider context of previous 
developments in general and especially the experiments of Lord 

90 John J. O'Neill. Prodigal Genius, p. 250. 
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Kelvin in particular. This is his clear allusion to the motion of 
heavenly bodies and to the fact that his twin observations are scale 
invariant, i.e., applicable to all sizes of matter from atomic to 
planetary scales. Thus it would seem that Tesla appears to be 
viewing the aether in not only a dynamic sense, but as a structure 
of rotation, of vortices. These are significant indicators that Tesla 
was already thinking in terms of higher order topologies than 
relativity theory.92 

To see Tesla as a conventional 19th century aether physicist in 
his late life is, however, to massively distort the picture. Tesla 
wrote an unpublished article toward the end of his life called 
"Man's Greatest Achievement." in which he states some very 
unusual, very new, and, as it turns out, very old, views of the 
aether: 

Long ago (man) recognized that all perceptible matter comes from a 
primary substance, or a tenuity beyond conception, tilling all space, the 
Akasa or lumeniferous ether, which is acted upon by the life-giving 
Prana or creative force, calling into existence, in never ending cycles, 
all things and phenomena. The primary substance, thrown into 
infinitesimal whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross matter; the 
force subsiding, the motion ceases and matter disappears, reverting to 
the primary substance. 

Can Man control this grandest, most awe-inspiring of all process in 
nature? ... 

If he could do this, he would have powers almost unlimited and 
supernatural....He could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons, 
guide it along any path he might choose... He could cause planets to 
collide and produce suns and stars... 

To create and to annihilate material substance... would be the 
supreme manifestation of the power of Man's mind, his most complete 
triumph over the physical world, his crowning achievement, which 
would place him beside his Creator, make him fulfill his ultimate 
destiny. 

' Lyne also observes that in Tesla's view "the ether is thrown into 
'infinitesimal whirls'" or "'micro helices'" at velocities near the speed of light. 
(Occult Ether Physics, p. 68). 

It may indicate that Tesla was thinking ahead of the five and six 
dimensional theories of Kaluza-Kiein or Vaclav Hlavaty. 

9 See my The Giza Death Star Destroyed (Kempton, Illinois: Adventures 
Unlimited Press), chapters five and nine. 

94 John J. O'Neill, Prodigal Genius, pp. 253-254. 
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As will be seen in chapter five, Tesla's views eerily echo those of 
"scalar" physicist Tom Bearden.95 Tesla's view of the aether 
shows his thinking to be far from the inert and static aether of 
nineteenth century physicists, or even the kind of aether envisioned 
by Max Planck and other physicists, who envisioned a quasi-hydro 
dynamic aether that was "drug along" with planets. As this passage 
makes clear, Tesla envisioned it as a transmutative aether 
analogous to electrical carriers "immersed in an insulating fluid" 
whose properties varied according to the local environment.% 

But what does all this mean? 
Here, it is best to cite Lyne's catalogue of Tesla's own 

statements, followed by Lyne's own summary of their 
implications. Lyne assembles a series of quotations by Tesla to 
demonstrate eight points: 

1. "The most probable medium tilling space is one consisting of 
independent carriers immersed in an insulating fluid." 

2. "In his experiments he dwells first on some phenomena produced by 
electrostatic force, which he considers in the light of modern 
theories to be the most important force in nature for us to 
investigate." 

3. "He illustrates how mechanical motions are produced by a 
varying electrostatic force acting through a gaseous medium," 

4. "One of the most interesting results arrived at in pursuing these 
experiments, is the demonstration of the fact that a gaseous 
medium upon which vibration is impressed by rapid changes 
of electrostatic potential, is rigid." 

5. "If through this medium enormous electrostatic stresses are assumed 
to act, which vary rapidly in intensity, it would allow the motion of 
a body through it, yet it would be rigid and elastic, although the 
fluid itself might be devoid of these properties." 

6. "...on the assumption that the independent carriers are of any 
configuration such that the fluid resistance to motion in one 
direction is greater than in another, a stress of that nature would 
cause the carriers to arrange themselves in groups, since they 

5 Tesla also shows himself quite familiar in this quotation with ancient 
metaphysical and esoteric doctrines of the materia prima with his reference to 
Akasa. or the Akashic field, a kind of eternal ephemeral "Hall of Records." 

% Lyne. Occult Ether Physics, p. 69. For the significance, and ancientness. 
of this view of the aether, see my Gi:a Death Star, chapter three;; and Giza 
Death Star Destroyed, chapters five and nine. 
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would turn to each other their sides of the greatest electrical 
density, in which position the fluid resistance to approach would 
be smaller than to receding." 

7. "If in a medium of the above characteristics a brush would be formed 
by a steady potential, an exchange of the carriers would go on 
continuously, and there would be less carriers per unit volume in 
the brush than in the space at some distance from the electrode, 
this corresponding to rarefaction." 

8. "If the potentials were rapidly changing, the result would be very 
different; the higher the frequency of the pulses, the slower would 
be the exchange of carriers; finally, the motion of translation 
through measurable space would cease and, with a sufficiently 
high frequency and intensity of the stress, the carriers would be 
drawn towards the electrode, and compression would result." 

Lyne summarizes the practical nature of these insights as follows: 

1. Mechanical motions can be produced by varying electrostatic force 
acting through a gaseous (ether) medium, which thereby becomes 
rigidified, yet allows solid bodies to pass through. 

2. Under influence of stress in one direction... the carriers may group 
together, forming tubes of force, creating greater ease of 
movement in that direction. 

3. When a (direct current) brush is created by a steady potential, a 
continuous exchange of carriers is created corresponding to ether 
rarefaction, as the tubes of force are drawn into the conductor. 

4. With a sufficiently high frequency and stress intensity in the opposite 
direction, carrier exchange is blocked by ether compression, 
forcing the tubes of force to dissolve in the conductors of the ship, 
imparting electromagnetic momentum. The system, using the two 
kinds of potentials (direct current and alternating current), is 
known as "pi"* 

The last point assumes a particular significance in the light not 
only of Tesla's quest for an electrically propelled flying machine, 
but also, as we shall see, in the light of the known design and 
operating principles of the Bell. 

Lyne, summarizing Tesla's views on the aether and electrical 
circuits as open systems, notes that electrical motive force is not 
due merely to "varying currents" but to "rarefaction and 

" Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 70. bold face emphasis Lyne's, italicized 
emphasis added. 

8 Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 71, emphasis added. 
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compression of the ether" brought about by rapidly varying and 
different kinds of currents. The implication was that, while as 
early as 1884 Tesla had done calculations for his flying machine 
when he first immigrated to the United States,100 he later claimed 
that his "dirigible torpedo" could achieve speeds of 300 miles per 
second, or an incredible 1.080,000 miles per hour!101 

The idea of the compression and rarefaction of the aether via 
electrical stress caused by two types of electrical potential, coupled 
with the idea of the structure of matter being nothing but vorticular 
motion in that aether, makes Tesla's views far ahead of their time. 
Indeed, by discovering the twin characteristics of the aether as 
longitudinal compression and rarefaction, as well as vorticular 
motion, Tesla laid the foundations of "scalar physics" as we shall 
see when we examine the work of Tom Bearden. Tesla actually 
went so far as to discover the "endothermic explosion" (cold 
explosion) uses of such wave phenomena: 

Tesla discovered that by using a low frequency beam-directed pulse, he 
could cause, at the quarter wavelength, the eruption of a large 
electromagnetic pulse which could, by carrying a much higher exciting 
wave, excite the atmospheric gases in a region, to explosively expand 
them, followed by a tremendous implosion and the absorption of a 
great amount of heat in the area, causing immediate freezing. This 
process would create an initial explosive shock wave followed by the 
implosive return wave, similar to nuclear detonation. For example, by 
using a low frequency of 60 (cycles per second), with a wavelength of 
3,100 miles, directed by carrier-beam, a pulse could be made to erupt at 
one-quarter wavelength - 775 miles, corrected to 751 miles by velocity 
factor. By superimposing an exciting frequency of say 50 megahertz or 
so, the atmospheric gases could he excited to cause a "cold implosion " 
which absorbs heat. By altering the wavelength anil the direction of 
propagation, the results could be delivered to any terrestrial point. 

99 Ibid, p, 71. 
180 John J. O'Neill, Prodigal Genius, p. 66. 
101 Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 72. 
in: Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 25, emphasis added. Lyne also notes that 

the frequency characteristics of the aether in Tesla's view are that the aether is of 
an "ultra-hyper-high frequency" nature, if 1 may be permitted that clumsy 
expression for the sake of emphasis. Tesla himself stated that he viewed the 
basic wave structure of the aether as longitudinal and acoustic in nature, with the 
"sound" waves traveling at the velocity of light. Moreover, Tesla also viewed 
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Keep in mind this "cold explosion" and "explosive atmospheric 
heating" at a distance, for these will be seen to be significant 
signatures of scalar weapons deployment. Indeed, Tesla chose his 
name for his new force - "teleforce" - very carefully, for that very 
name designated the application of "force at a distance. " lj And as 
will be seen in the next chapter, the electrical stress of the medium 
via two types of potential, in addition to high frequency pulsation, 
and vorticular motion, appears to be the very principles in 
operation in the Bell. 

From what has been stated, it is obvious that Lyne views 
Tesla's theoretical and practical work as a prototypical "unified 
physics" that can develop a technology with a variety of 
applications, from propulsion to weaponry of planet-busting 
potential. 

b. The National Security Act and Scientific Suppression 

Tesla's post-Colorado Springs discoveries were deemed "not 
fit for public consumption." And this required, of course, an entity 
to coordinate and monitor the suppression of such physics and to 
coordinate any further secret development of it, to promulgate a 
"public" version of physics destined to proffer untestable theories 
publicly while privately developing entirely different paradigms, 
and to coordinate the secret development of exotic physics and 
associated technologies. That entity Lyne believes was created, or 
perhaps better put, was sanctioned by the National Security Act of 
1947. 

To corroborate this, Lyne observes that Tesla's contemporary, 
friend, and biographer, John J. O'Niell, who wrote the classic 
biography Prodigal Genius: The Life of Nikola Tesla, attempted no 
less than three times to publish the book, all in the same month! 
Lyne quips: 

radioactivity as environmental and hence a dynamic phenomenon, and not as an 
"inherent" property of certain types of unstable matter. (Lvne, op. cit., p. 74.) 

103 Ibid., p. 28. 
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In case you are wondering, the three publishings in the same month 
were not due to landslide sales at the bookstores, but rather to 0*Niell's 
having been threatened and censored by the FBI, and forced to 
republish several times because of their deletion and censoring of 
material which to this day is still classified.104 

Tesla, contrary to government disinformation, was a careful note 
taker. As Lyne puts it, "the notes on his Colorado Springs 
experiments alone were enough for a large-format book of 433 
pages."105 And over his entire lifetime, Tesla managed to produce 
more than a railroad boxcar full of material, most of which was 
confiscated by the FBI on his death, as only 150,000 documents 
were released to his Serbian relations in Yugoslavia.106 

(I) Strange Nazi Parallels 

At this juncture Lyne's version of the Two Space Programs 
Hypothesis begins to take its final shape. Lyne states that after the 
arrival of Von Braun and other Project Paperclip scientists in the 
US after the world war, the military-intelligence community from 
Air Technical Command at "Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
hurried up to the warehouses of the Custodian of Alien Properties, 
and took possession of all the Tesla materials. They removed them 
to Wright-Patterson, and every bit of them have been classified at 
the highest level ever since, the government having declassified 
NONE of them."107 In other words, the Air Force had discovered 
something in the Nazi research that was based upon and a further 
elaboration of some aspect of Tesla's work. 

c. The Nazi Role in Occulted Aether Physics 
(I) Roswell, MJ-12, and Disinformation 

Lyne believes that the answer to that question is very specific, 
and that part of the answer lies not only in the creation of the 
National Security apparatus of the United States in 1947, but in the 

104 Lyne. Occult Science Dictatorship, p. 25. 
105 Ibid., p. 27. 
106 Ibid., p. 26. 
107 Ibid., p. 27. 
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undue influence that the Paperclip Nazis continued to exercise 
within that community. For example, Lyne quite openly states that 
the entire Roswell incident was "an SS hoax", perpetrated by the 
Paperclip Nazis in New Mexico who were, in fact, SS officers. 
As a result of the American confiscation of the most sensitive Nazi 
scientific documents, Lyne believes unhesitatingly that not only is 
most UFOlogy manipulated by the CIA or other intelligence 
agencies, but also that the MAJIC-12 documents are an elaborate 
disinformation campaign hatched within the bowels of the 
intelligence community, °* possessing partial truth, and partial 
falsehood. Similarly, and for our purposes, more importantly, Lyne 
points out the obvious fact that since such Nazi documentation as 
concerned itself with such exotic physics, weapons and propulsion 
systems was confiscated by America (or, equally plausible, 
remained under German control or at least influence), then the so-
called "plans" and "documents" of the SS supposedly detailing 
Nazi flying saucers are also fakes, part of an elaborate 
disinformation campaign.110 

But oddly, and most chillingly, Lyne points out that the two 
largest and most notorious agencies established by the National 
Security Act, The Central Intelligence Agency and The National 
Security Agency, are but direct English translations or metaphrases 
of Reichsicherheithauptamt, the infamous R.S.H.A, which may be 
literally translated as "National Security Agency" and loosely also 
connotes a central, or main, clearing office, or "central 
intelligence" or "security" agency."1 

08 William Lyne, Pentagon Aliens, p. vii. This should be kept in mind when 
the Carol Rosin affidavit is considered later, since it concerns direct statements 
allegedly made by Von Braun himself that imply a vast "extraterrestrial" hoax 
being played out on mankind in order to weaponize space with the next 
generation of post-thermonuclear strategic offensive weapons. 

m Ibid., p. 118. 
Ibid., pp 2-3. Lyne also believes the Schauberger component of the Nazi 

UFO Legend to be a component of this disinformation. 
111 Lyne, Occult Ether Physics, p. 8. 
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(2) Von Br aim 's Alleged Pre-War "P2 " Project in New Mexico 

Given all that Lyne alleges concerning Tesla's views and his 
"p2" lecture in London demonstrating electromotive properties of 
two plates with different types of potential (alternating and direct 
current), it is a short and, one must admit, believable step for Lyne 
to maintain that this work quickly came to the attention of the 
Nazis, who like the Soviets a generation later, were searching for 
areas of anomalous or exotic physics to exploit, elaborate, and 
develop. Thus, Lyne maintains that before the war, Werner Von 
Braun and a small and select team of German scientists went to 
New Mexico and there performed preliminary experiments on 
Tesla's ideas, a project Lyne calls the "p2" project, after Tesla's 
two different potentials. * 

Having assured themselves of the viability of Tesla's science. 
Lyne asserts that Von Braun and company returned to Germany 
where the work was continued in great secrecy and behind a 
number of "camouflage" black projects, such as rockets and 
"aerodynamic saucers." The cover-up continued after the war 
under the aegis of the National Security Act and the Nazi-
influenced CIA, which had taken over the whole of German 
military intelligence on the Eastern Front, General Reinhard 
Gehlen's Fremde Heere Ost (Foreign Armies East). These 
combined government, military, corporate, and Nazi entities 
conspired to conceal the aether physics behind Relativity. This 
Teslian "aether physics", according to Lyne, is the "'classified 
science' that the government conceals pursuant to the National 
Security Act 

What is one to make of Lyne's version? 
First, while certainly possessing its outlandish and fantastic 

elements, it is clear that many aspects of it resonate with other 
researchers' more recent inquiries. In fact, it was Lyne who first 
connected Tesla, exotic Nazi technology, the Nazi influence in the 
post-war American military-industrial complex, and the notion of 
hoaxes and disinformation in the UFOlogy community. 

" ' Lyne, Pentagon Aliens, pp. 6-7, 48-49. 102. 
1 Lune, Occult Science Dictatorship, p. 8. 
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